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Guyon lists program changes
By Phillip Fiorini
Staff Writer
Degree programs in Community Development and Law
Enforcement would be maintained and not eliminated, while
a degree program in Human
Development
would
be
eliminated, under re(,ommendations by John Guyon,
vice president for academic
affairs.
In a response to the report of
the Committee on Academic
Priorities, Guyon recommended that seven programs in
six areas be eliminated. 16
programs in 12 areas reduced
and nine programs in six areas
maintained.
The response also says the
Ulliversity Honors program and
the Center for Regional
Research and Services should
be maintained and not
eliminated, as recommended by
the report from the Committee
on Non-AcademIc Priorities.

Guyon's
response
to
a('ademic programs stems from
appeals concerning the committee's report released last
spring. A 2O-member task force.
chaired by Marvin Kleinau.
began work two years ago to
evaluate more than 200 of SIUC's academic programs and
draw up a non-budgetary
priorities report.
Guyon focuses on the
academic p~ograms slated for
reduction or elimination, a'ld he
says the report "will provide a
planning component.. .for the
ile..<t years." That short-range
emphasiS of the recommendations, he says. will be for
fiscal year 1985.
"It's my guess
that what
yoo see ( in the response) is
what will happen," said
Kleinau, professor of speech
communications.
Kleinau said Thursday that he
was
pleased
with
the
thoroughness of the document
and not surprised that the vice

presIdent disagre{'d with the
committee's report in some
cases.
"Even though he (Guyon)
disagreed
with
several
recommendations made by the
committee," Kleinau said. "I'm
sure his reasons seemed to
make sense in how he saw
them."
Guyon declined Thursday to
comment on the report.
In the report, Guyon
recommends that the following
programs should be eliminated:
Foreign
Languages
and
Literatures,
MA;
Latin
American Studies. MA and BA;
Religious
Studies,
BA;
Correctional Services, AAS;
Home Economics Education.
MS: Design. BA, and Environmental Design. MS;
Human Development. MS.
Those that w()uld be reduced
are: Hloman Development, BS
and MS; Historical Studies, PhD; Molecular Science, PhD;
Curriculum, Instruction and

Media in Education, BS and MS; Law Enforcement, AAS;
MS;
Education,
PhD; SQciology, MS an~ PhD,
Geography, PhD; Higher Department
of
Foreign
Education, MS; Music. MME; Languages, French and GerSocial Work. BS; Home man, MA; and Community
EconQmics EducatiQn, BS; Development, MS.
Technical
Careers,
BS;
Guyon agrees with thf'
Clothing and Textiles and In- committee's
report
that
terior Design, BS.
computer science and physics
Those that WOUld be main- programs be enhanced.
tained are: Animal Industries,
The Offict. of the Division of
BS and MS; Specialist Degree, C,>ntinuing Education, Guyon
says in the report, should be
eliminated and incorporated in
a new title, which woold also
house
the
Communit~
Development program from the
College of Human Resources.
Guyon says Community
Development
should
be
maintained because of the
potential for "Institutional
outreach." as shown by community development activities
in ~I)uthern Illinois, Guyon
says.
Gus says for a while. at least.
"The vice president saw some
academic priorities instead of
salaries may be the faculty's See PRIORITIES, Page 24
priority.

Fight not expected
on _priorities report

Daily 13gyptian

By Anne FlaSla
Staff Writer

!)outhern Illinois University

Although some were disappointed - and some a little
angry - most deans and
department heads who saw the
response to the Academic
! 'riorities report by Thursday
alternOQn said the recommendations would probably be
accepted without a fight.
"If these things happen, I
hope they work Qut for the
best" Samuel Goldman. dean
of the College of Human
Resources, s'lid about the
recommendations of John
GUyQn, vice president for
academ;~ affairs.
"The people deeply involved
in these areas didn't like it when
the original report carne out.
and I think that this might be
car'ded through." Goldman
said when asked if he fell the
pro;>osals would be accepted.
Goldman said he eQuid nQt
comment on proposals aimed at
consolidati'lg and eliminating
specific programs that would in
turn eliminate the DIVISIOn of
~!uman Develpment as an
administrative entity.
He did stress that students
enrolled in programs which lhe
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report
recommended
be
discontinued would have the
opportunity to finish all course
work.
As to how the College of
Human Resoorces might be
affected, Goldman said nothing
will be known until the
recommendations are adopted.
if in fact they are.
"I think that right now,
faculty members have begun to
meet
and
hold
some
discussions, as the report
requests," Goldm'ln said. "I
think we should wait and see
what happens."
.James Light, dean of the
College of Liberal Arts. said
that those in the areas of
SQciology,
history
and
geography 'Nere probably
"contented with the recommendations." but that he was
unhappy about the proposal to
eliminate the Religious Studies
program.
"If it is lost," Light said. "It
will be a loss to the University."
The report recommends that
Light call in a COIJ:>ultant from
the National Endowment for the
Humanities to examine the
viability and need for a
See RESPO/'liSE, Page 24

Bakery Gothic

Record defense bill
Sot,iet sub searches for plalle approved by House
.>\lIdy aDd Shirl!!:y Ascbieris proudly display lome bakery, ADdy's Pastries in Carterville.
1f the pall tries they produce at their famoy Asc:hieris' are in Focus on page 5.

A Soviet n ..et searching for
the wreckagE of the downed
South Korean jetliner sent down
a minisubmarine Thursdav as
FS. Navy ships severai miles
away sounded the depths of tIle
Sea of Japan for the flight
recorders of the jum bo jet.
There was no word anVf'!1~
iound anvthing significant in
the waters west of Sakhalin
Island. where the Boeing 747
with 269 people aboard was
belit'ved to have crashed after it
was hit by Soviet missiles
But a Japanese patrol boot
recovered another decomposed
part of a human torM! off the
northeast coos: of Hokkaido
Island. the fiftl: such find
believed to have come from the
los! airliner
Japan's Maritime Safety
Agency said the 24 Soviet sbips
were doing most of the'.r w(>;,k at
night, making it difficult· to

determine what operaiions
~ere being carried oul.
m much of Western Europe. a
two-week !>an took effect
against Aeronot, th~ Soviel
airline. and weary travelers
were scrambling for flights out
of Moscow. Aeronot retaliated
bv refusing to accept tickets
written by American airlines
and was reported refusing to
honor tickets from several W t'st
European lines also.
The war of words over the
dQw.,ing of the plane moved to
Montreal, where the 33-nation
governing council of the .. nternational Civil Aviation
Organization
opened
an
emergency meeting. U.S. officials predicted the council
would condemn the Soviet
Union and launch an investigation of the attack on the
plane.

The

In Washington. the US.
WASHINGTON \ AP)
The
Senate began debate on a House, casting aside pleas by
resolution Qf condemnation nerve-gas op~nents that it rise
idenhcal to one passed by the above "emotions of the
House of Representa fives montent" caused by the Sovie'~'
Wednesday. But Sen. Jesse destructiQn of an unarmed
Helms, R-N.c., and 10 ,'ther jetliner. sent Presidt'nt Reagan
conservative senatQrs a record, $187.5 billion defense
demanded that "we put some bill on Thursday that authorizes
teeth in this resolution" by tJ .S. production of chemical
calling for slkcific sanctions Neapons for the first time in 14
against the Soviets.
vears.
As the search off Sakhalin • While the nerve-gas provision
amounts
to a relatively tiny
continued for the 15th day, Rear
Adm. Masayoshi Kato of the $114 ~ million portion of the bill,
opponents
sought to make the
Maritime Safety Agency saId
the 12,ooo-ton Soviet rescue ship final cilngressional approval a
referendum
on the weapons.
Georgi Kozumin was s,,:en
But the House at large
retrieving a small submarme
about 20 miles north of the disagreed, voting 266-152 to
approve the measure and send
Soviet island of Moneron.
Maritime agency vessels then I it to the White House. Although
observed two orange and red $10.5 billion smaller than
striped buoys bobbing nearby, Reagan had requested, his
signature is expected. The
he said.

Senate passeJ the comp~'amise
hill. 83-8. on Tuesday.
Supporters referred
frequently to the House's 416-0
approval Wednesday of. a
resolution harshly condemnmg
the Soviets for shooting down
Korean Air Lines Flight 007
with 269 people Sept. 1.
"The referendum today is
whether we really meant what
we said yesterday," said Rep.
Ike Skelton. D-Mo. Similarly.
Rep. Samuel Stratton, D-N.Y ..
said: "The best way to express
your feelings about the
Russians shooting down the
airi;ner is to vote for this
de!;::,.::;; conference report."
Rep. Ed Bethune, R-Ark., a
leader of the anti-nerve-gas
forces, saij that while "astute
observers know that Congress
See DEFENSE, Page 1

Begin officially quits
JERllSALEM lAP) -, Prime
Ministef l\1enachem Begin.
whose peace with Egypt
changed the COUfse of Middle
East history. formally resigned
Thursday after six turbulent
years as leader of Israel. The
ailing and dispirited BeEin
stepped down 15 months aft~r
he led the Jewish state iato a
divisive invasion of Lebanoll,
70-year-old
Begin
T:,e
remained secluded at his
residence and his resignati£'o
letter was delivered to
President Chaim Her20g.
clearing the way for Foreign
Minister yitzhak Shamir's
probable takeover as Israel's
next prime minister,
The resi!~nation ended 18 day!>
of uncertainty
and set
machinery in motion for the
transition from Begin. a
guerrilla fighter who rose to
Isr.. el's highest office in 1977
and changed the course of
Middle East history by making
peace with Israel's largest Arab
neighbor in 1979,

Rill his 1!1orv oav~ (arled with
a Lebanese i'nvasion that left
the Israeli <lrmy bogged down.
The death of his WIfe la"t year
and
continuing
Israeli
casualties in Lebanon left him
despondent. He was no longer
ablt' to carry on in the face of
the
worsening
econ(,mic
situation. political bickering in
his coaliti.:. governmen: and
his persistent health probl~ms
His
departure
was
a
melancholy affair dogged by
reports that he was ill and
unable to function as leader l)f
the government. Departing
from custom. Begin declined to
deliver his resignation himself.
and sent Cabinet Secretary Dan
Meridn to deliver the two-line
typewritten letter to President
Chaim Herzog.

Herzog saId he would o:A!n
consultations soon to choose the
man "who enjoys the support of
the majority in the KnE:sset
(Parliament) ar.d to alJthorize
him to form a Cabmet."

News Roundu

After consulting with political
parties starting next week.
Herzog was seen almost certain
to choose Shamir. a 68-year-old
comrade of Begin from the days
when they fought together for
independence.
Shamir was elected by his
party after Begin announced
Aug. 28 that he was resigning,
Shamir has since won the
backing of the six parties in the
outgoing coalition.
The official reason given for
Begin's seclusion was a skin
ailment which prevented him
irom shaving. His aides
strongly denied he was
seriously ill, and Meridor said
he remains prime IT' inister until
a new government takes over
By law. Begin is now
caretaker premier with full
policy-making powers. Confusion arose when Deputy
Premier David Levy said in a
television interview Wednesday
that Begin's absence meant the
powers of prime minister had
been transferred to him.

Lebanese casualty toll rises
~s Druse tnilitia are repelled
BEIRUT lAP) ~ Druse
militiamen made repeated
attacks for the fifth dav
Thursday on Souk el-Gharb, but
the Lebanese army held the
strategic
hilltop
town
overlooking the U.S. Marines at
the Beirut airport. Fighting
continued through the night.
Police said the Lebanese
casualty toll rose to 653 dead
and 1,184 wounded in the 12th
day of the renewed civil war.
The army said its troops
drove off repeated Druse
assaults on Souk el-Gharb. and
army artillery silenced batteries pounding the garrison's
supply route.
But late Thursday, government and private radio stations

r:~f::geth~:t~J ::'i~hen~~
militiamen who made ii iwoprong 1Ittack from the neighboring villages of Kaifoun and
Baisour.

Two soldiers were killed ~nd
three wounded mopping up
infiltrators. the broadcast
reports said.
Earlier in the day. Lebanp.se
jets roared over the Druse
positions in a noisy show of
force, a grenade attack
wounded
two
French
peacekeeping troops in west
Beirut. and bazooka shells
killed one Israeli soJdier and
wounded seven in southern
Lebanon.
In . Israel, Prime Minister
Menachem Begin formally
submitted his resignation to
clear the way for formation of a
new government, probably to be
headed by Foreign Minister
Yitzhak Shamir.
All six Hawker Hunter jets
that make up Lebanoll's
operational air force took off
Crom Beirut'S shell-ravaged
airport at dawn and buzzed
insurgent Druse posi lions on the

Business closed until taxes paid
CHICAGO (AP) - City officials have begun closing 124
businessf'S in the first stage of a crackdown aimed at
recovering an estimated $620,000 in overdue license fees and
sales taxes.
Jesse D. Madison. acting consumer services commissioner,
said the action is being taken to "PMtect Chicago co,lsumers.
Our department has responsibility for making sure businesses
are safe and reliable, especially fc:..d-dispensing businesses."
The city plans to shut 124 businesses this week. About 680
others are suspected delinquents and slated for poSSIble
shutdown beCore Oct. I.
Madison said Wednesday that city records showed license
fees owed to the city by the 124 targeted businesses totaled
about $18,200. Those businesses also owed $100,000 il1 ('itv sales
'
taxes.

Chicago teachers vote to strike
CHICAGO (AP) - Public school teachers in the nation's
third largest district voted in record numbers Thursday to call
for an Oct 3 strike for higher wages, a union official said.
More than 92 percent of tl)e 23,543 Chicago Teachfrs Union
members who voted favored a strike, while 1,829 members
voted against the action, Union President Robert M. Healey
announced at a news conference.
Healey planned to return to the bargaining table FI;day
morning with negotiators from the Board of Education. He
said the strike vote showed "that ... our people arl' extremely
frustrated and they feel they have been used."
The school board has offered teachers the same salary they
received last year, with a slight increase in benefits. Teachers
acct!pted a wage freeze last year, and Healey is pledged to
getting increases 2lis time.

Judge reviews case

hills sl.rrounding the capital.
The thunderous low passes
that lasted 30 minutes involved
no bombing sorties, although
Druse gunners shelled army
positions in Souk el-Gharb and
at the Khalde highway inters..oction on Beirut's southern
outskirts heavily overnight.
It was the first time Lebanese

~~~~br~ke ~~a~t~::n ~~~:

and Christian militiamen in the
Aley and Chouf Mountains after
Israel withdrew to more
defensible lines in southern
Lebanon 12 days ago. They had
flown training missions in the
months of relative peace before
the new fighting broke out.
It could not be determined
whether the six jets returned to
Beirut airport or a newly built
airfiled in the Christian hinterland near Byblos, 19 miles
north of Beirut, beyond the
range of Druse guns.
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CHICAGO (AP) - A judge pondered a suit Thursday filed
by City Council foes of Mayor Harold Washingtcn in an effort
to prevent his firing 734 city workers by the end of the day.
The suit, supported by the 2!f..membet majority bloc that has
feuded with Washington since his election in April, contends
that since May the city has "made substanial hirings" in a
variety of city departments -- including health, human services, publi(' works, streets and sanitation and law - at a cost
of several million dollars.
Wash~ngton's opponents contend this indicates there is rio
financial reason for the city to dismiss longtime employees.
Washington maintains the dismissals are needed to balance
the city budget.
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Former deputy wins racialsuit
B,· Karen Torry
Staff Writf'r
Former Jackson Countv
sheriH's deputy Brady Buckle}:.
who said he was fired because
he is black. has won a racial
discrimination suit which
charged that former Sheriff
Don White tried to use black
prisoners to help him get
Bucklev fired.
Buck'ley. who was assigned to
the Jackson County jail from
Januarv 1980 until he was fired
in April 1980, was awarded back
pay and attorney's fees, minus
unemployment compensatIon
he has coUeeted.
Judge Sandra Jones of
Chicago. ruling that Buckley
was fired because of racial
discrimination. ordered in July
that Buckley be reinstated in his
job with the Sheriff'S department.
Buckley
declined
Thursday to say whether t.{!
would return to work.
Jones. who presided over the
hearing held last September
before the State Department of
Human Rights. dismissed
White's
allegations
that
Buckley was fired because he
physically abused a white
prisoner, was slow in transferring prisoners from the jail
to courtrooms, helped black
prisoners write letters to
newspapers, was present in a
female prisoner cell without a
matron, failed to comply with
directions and had a "bad attitude."
Jones. in a written document
of her decision, ruled that
Buckley did not abuse the inmale, but had defended himself
after the inmate objected to
being searched by a black officer and attac~'ed Buckley.
Buckley was ch'!rged with
~ravated battery in the in-

cident, but the case was
dropped after Jackson County
Circuit Court Judge Richard
Richman ruled that the charges
were unsubstantiated.
Jones ruled that there was no
evidence to support the other
reasons White gave for firing
Buckley.
White was oul of town
Thursday and could not be
reached for comment.
According to transcripts of
the trial, two former black
prisoners testified that they had
been stripped and left naked in
jail cells. Both said White offered them clothing and
blankets if they would accept a
bottle of whiskey and say that
Buckley had given it to them.
The former prisoners testified
that White asked them to do it in
order to get Buckley fired.
Isaac Fulwiley, who was
brought to the jail on a
misdE'meanor weapons chargE'
in February 1980, said he was
stripped and left naked in a jail
cell from Saturday night until
Monday morning when Buckley
reported to work and gave
FulwiJey clothes and .. blanket.
Fulwiley testified tbat when
White offered him a h;llf pint of
whiskey and clothing to incriminate
Buckley,
he
responded: "I don't do busines..'1
like that."
"He turned and walked on
back out and left me naked,"
Fulwiley said according to the
transcripts, ::.dding that he
heard White say, "Leave the
nigger to spoil. Let his ass stay
cold."
John Garner, also brought in
on a misdemeanor charge,
testified that he was left naked
in a cell when he refused to say
that Buckley had given him
whiskey.
Buckley also alleged in the

suit that he was insufficiently
trained to carry out his duties
and was a victim of racially
demeaning comments and
jokes.
Buckley claimed that part·
time jailer William Butler, who
was assigned to train Buckley,
complained that Buckley was
"taking a white man's job."
Buckley said he did not
receive firearms training and
therefore was "ot allowed to
carry a weapon on duty.
Buckley further alleged that
Butler misinformed him ,.,f
department policy and that
white officers were "uncooperettive" in assisting
Buckley
in
transferring
prisoners from the jail to the
courthouse - actions which
Buckley said were responsible
for White's contention that
Buckley was slow in carrying
out his duties.
Buckley said White informed
him once that he was slow
delivering prisoners, but afterward received no complaints.
Buckley said that when hp
complained to White that he haa
been poorly trained for the job.
. White told him to "work harder."
Buckley also alleged that he
was frequently called "boy,"
"colored boy" and "nigger" by
other sheriff's department
employees, an accusation
denied by White and other of·
ficers.
According to the transcripts.
Jailer
Woodrow
Chief
Procunier denied having made
racially derogatory comments
to Buckley. However, Buckley's
attorney John Huffman quoted
statements made by Procunier
at Buckley's aggravated battery trial in which Procunier
called Buckley "colored boy"

and "nigger."
There were two other in·
stances of connicting testimony
given by witnesses for the
county regarding White's
allegation that Buckley had
beaten up a prison-er.
Irma Rieman, a cook at the
jail. testified that she did not
remember seeing blood on the
face of the prisoner. Jackie
Goff, whom White said Buckley
had beaten.
At the lawsuit hearing,
Rieman testified that she saw
blood "after I Goff) was
struck," saying that she had
remembered this after her
original statement.
Procunier. at Buckley's
criminal trial, said he had seen
Buckley swing at Goff. but
Buckley did not connect. At the
lawsuit hearing, Procunier said
Burkley struck Procunier's
hands when he swung at Goff.
Buckley's suit also charged
that !leveral racially derogatory
carloons were posted on a
bulietin ,oard in the jail, indudin!! a picture of a drunk
hiack man with a sheriff's
deputy badge drawn on it
A photograph of a monkey
was also posted on the bulletin
board with a typewritten
caption: "I want to be a deputy
When I grow up." Typed on the
face of the photo was: "Another
dam (sic) Buckley."
Buckley said that White took
no action when he cc.,lplained
about the cartoons.
State's
Attorney
John
Clemons contended at the
lawsuit h('aring that the carLoons were "cup humor" and
that cartoons direeted at other
jail employees. including White,
had heen ,asted
Clemons could not be reached
foE. comment Thursday.

DEFENSE from
Page I
does not respond to logic and
reason ... I hope mem bers will
rise above the emotion of the
moment and reject this conference report."
Bethune's allies also arlUed

~~itt~eS~~~lh~l~ ~O:set~~

its unilateral decision in 1969 to
end
chemical
weapons
production could be lost at a
tiIl"e when the Soviets are being
castigated around the world for
the airliner attack.
"Of
course,
chemical
weapons are horrible," Rep.
Marvin Leath, i)-Texas, said.
But. he said, "While we stand on
high ground with our backs
turned and our heads bowed,
the Soviet butchers are gassing
hundreds of thousands of
people" in Afghanistan and
Southeast Asia.
The provision in the bill
permits tI~e Pentagon to obtain
facilities and components for
artillery shells and Bigeye
bombs, although final assembly
of the weapons will not be
allowed to take place until
October 1985. The weapons
would be "binary," meaning
they consist of two compounds
not dangerous in themselves but
which combine into a deadlv
agent after the shell is fired or
the bomb is dropped.
r.ethune, Rep. Clement
Zablocki, D-Wis., and others
contend that the existing stock·
pile of "unitary." or pre-mixed.
chemical agents is sufficient to
the nation's needs. The Pentagon claims that they are
deteriorating
and
need
replacement with a more
credible deterrent to the
Soviets' much larger and more
modern supply.
The bill authorizes money for
all defense activities except
pay. military construction and
nuclear warheads and reactors.

i

COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRANSFER STUDENTS..
-'~

ARE YOU HAPPY, SAD, CONTENT OR MAD?
WE REALLY WANT TO KNOW!
Your former Community College Counselor has been invited to
SIU.. C to talk to you about your transfer experiences. Here is
your chance to convey your views on what was done wrong or
right before and after you enrolled at SIU.. C. Come and tell your
former Community College Counselor all about it.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21,1983,7:30 to 9:30pm
STUDENT CENTER BALLROOM D
See Mondays D.E. for the list of participating Com~unity Colleges or call Admissions at 453·4381.
Daily Egyptian. September 16. 1.:1, PIP 3
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Jet incident rhetoric backed with few facts
ONE OF mE TROUBLESOME, although predictable, reperclBSions from the dO'A1ri1ll of Korean Airlines night 007 bas been an
endless stream of rl!etoric from American conservatives.
Of course, the wid..lW of Congressman and John Birch Society
leader Larry McDonll.ld could be expected, in ber bereavement, to
call the United States a "millrtoast naUon"
not ruslliq on the
Soviets with bayonets fixed. But what are more troubling are the
fighting words being spewed around Capitoi Hill.
The recent vote in the House to condemn the So,·lets for a "coldblooded, brutal, barbarous attack on a commercial airJiner"
allowed a parade of congressmen to vocally attack the U.S.S.R.

'«

"IF WE DON'T 00 MORE than blow hot air," said Rep. Elliot H.
Levitas, D-Ga., "they're going to do it again."
Columnist George Will echoed conservative sentiments when he
said that the incident was a opportunity to "injure our enemies."
All this hawkish hoopla smacks of "Remember the Maine!" The
basis for aU the rhetoric is emotion, not facts. That is not to say that
the Soviet Union doesn't dest>rve the heat it's getting over the
tragedy. But the UDited States doesn't know yet, or isn't saying if it
does know, what really happened. The Soviets may not know what
happel1l'd, George Will doesn't know what happened and certainly
the right-wing "commie haters" don't know wbat happened.
'OIlS IS ALL WE KNOW for sure:
Korean Airlines Flight 007 was shot down by the Soviet Union over
the Sea of Japan with 269 passengers on board - 61 of them U.S.
citizens after the plane bad been in Soviet airspace for two hours.
The plane was over Soviet territory near a sensitivf' Soviet submarine base. On fligbt charts, the area is clearly marked with a

warning that any aircraft entering that area might be shot doWD.
A U.S. RC-l35 spy plane was tracking on roughly the same course
as Dight 007 prior to t!le incident.
That's it.

War Powers
Resolution
spelled out
I quote from the War Powers
Resolution. Title 50 U .5. ("od~
1976:

.'1. President's Executive
Power as Commander-in-Chief;
Limitation.
·'The Constitutional Powers
mE UNITED STATES voted for condemnation of the Soviet
Union in the United Nations Security Council, calling the incident a of the President as Com·
"massacre" and demanding a Soviet admission of guilt, an apology mander-in-Chief to introduce
and restitution for the victims' families. It has produced tapes that Vnited States Armed Forces
supposedly contain messages to and from t'le Soviet fighter pilot into hostilities. or into situations
where imminent involvement in
who executed orders to shoot the plane de wo.
The Soviets have admitted shooting the l'lane doWD, but claim hostilities is clearly indicated
their fighter fired waming shots, trying to g. uUIld the plane. When by the circumstances, are
Flight 007 refused to land, the Soviets say, they followed set oolicy exercised only pursuant to {1) a
declaration of war, (2) specific
.
with extreme prejudice.
authorization. or (3) a
The Soviets claim the United States is using the incident to slur statutory
national emergency created by
the Soviet Union. They also claim Flight 007 might have been attack upon the United States,
carrying spy equipment.
its territories or possessions. or
Its armed f~rces.
SOVIET CLAIMS could be as true as U.S. claims. But what many
"2. Congressional Legislative
people forget is that the whole thing might have been one big Power.
Russian blunder.
"Under article 1. section 8, of
The U.S. government won't consider the possibility and the the
Constitution.
it
is
Soviets would never admit to a mistake of that magnitude. And specifically provided that the
certainly the voce: right-wing minority in this nation will never Congress shall have the power
agree that it coull} bave been a mistake. They would never miss to make all laws necessary and
such a beautiful opportunIty to rattle swords at the barbarous Reds. proper for carrying into
Vengeance is not an answer. Let us hope that the sword rattlers execution. not only its own
don't destroy what little progress has been made at the arms control powers but also all other powers
vested by the Constitution in the
talks and throw us into a deeper and colder cold war .
Government of the United
States, or in any department or
officer thereof."
Violations: Lebanon, EI
Salvador.
The sovereign power of the
regional commitment into action.
United States rests with its
people. - Ken Tomkinson, Vero
- THE DECISION to enhance, rather than eliminate, the HOIIors Beach, Fla.
Program can only be seen as a step toward improvement in
educational quality - another long-time administration goal
- Substantial student interest was the justification for the
document's recommendation to retain a program in Law Enforcement. At least in this instance, the UDiversity apparently is
I beg to differ strongly with
willing to let students have some say in theircurriculum.
Of! the other hand, the effort to streamline programs and your editorial of September 14.
which says that the best news
curricula bas also produced some unfortunate results.
Most notably, the document indicates that the Religious Studies programs available to us are on
program will be at least temporarily absorbed into the Philosopby NPR.
In both depth and breadtJt.
Department. Substantial difference of opinion as to the worth of and
interest in this program exists on campus - but, at least as in- BBC from London offers mudl
better news coverage, and thf:
dicated by the document, the door on Religious Studies is not signal from the Canadian ;eiay
completely closed. The entire program will be reviewed in the next station comes in loud and clear
year by experts from outside SlU-C.
in Carbondale.

Finally, a sign of direction for the University
IF mERE'S any indication that the University bas a direction something many people say it lacks - it is in the Academic Affairs
doc:umeDt just completed.
That docmnent may not indicate a direction for SIU~ that
everyone would willi it to take. But it at least shows that the administration is trying to set goals.
Those goals are, as a matter of necessity, being set toward
ret'lining as many quality pI'"OIJ'ams as possible in lignt of present
and anticipated budget crunches. As stated in the report, "Given
the demography of higher education, and given the state's fISCal
picture, it hardly seems reasonable that this should be a growth
document."
pla~

DESPITE the obvious influence of tight-money economics on the
document, though, there is a surprising bint that ideals which bad
received only v~al commitment from the University beforehand
are finally being pursued. For example:
- The document rejects the recommendations of the academiC
and non-academk priorities committees for elimination of the
Office of Regional Research and Service and the Community
Development program. Instead, the University apparently intends
to enhance or at least maintain these programs - reflecting a
conversion of years of administrative rhetoric about SIU·COs

BaCtopsNPR

Also, BBC news is on at times
mE PLANNING document may not give the University com- when I am home to hear it in the
munity a great deal to hope for, but it at least shows what to expect evenings. - James E. Redden,
- and that's something we couldn't be sure of before.
Professor LiIIgWstics.

The Good Life is finest at Popcorn Day
RIDGWAY - Folks in the
newsroom couldn't believe I
was coming here. They didn't
understand how I could miss the
home football opener, another
wild happy hour at the bars or a
warm Saturday evening at
someone's
Lewis
Park·
backyard kegger.
After aU, that's supposed to
be The Good Life, right?
Wrong.
For me, one of the
strongholds of The Good Life is
also this little town's claim to
fame;
National
Popcorn
Farmers Day, or just plain
Popcorn Day.
Ridgway, you see, is the
unque.tioned Popcorn Capital
of the World - bearer of that
name becSllI.!Se of the presence of
Blevins I opcorn Co. ADd for the
Popcorn Capital of the World,
one might exped a day such as
Popcorn Day.
I'M CERTAIN most of YOlJ,
if you're not from
of the state, don't
under..-tand the Significance of
the e\'ent - just as aU but one
person in the newsroom didn't
when I tried to explain it to
them.
Popcorn Day has been a
~thern IUinois tradition C{)r
oVl."r a quarter of a century. For
(lne day every year, the stn;ets
III Ridgway (aflogt 55, lI!iles
~ially
thIS p.o..

Popcorn, if the most common, is the least
delectable of the offerings at Ridgway
unpopped com just outside of
town, I guess they can spare
some.
But popcorn, if the most
common, IS the least delectable
of the offerings at Ridgway's
great day. For one, you can get
far and away the fmest com
dogs anywhere. I say this
Editorial Page Editor
klKWlo;ng that everyone would
have to agree, because there's a
corn dog stand at Popcorn Day
northeast of Carbondale in for everyone's taste. I counted
Gallatin County) are filled with five stands that advertised their
food and beverage stands, com dots blatantly, but more,
marclling bands and people undoubtedl)', bad them conthrongs of people, from an over cealed behind cotton candy
this neck of the woods. This machines or Coke pumps.
year's celebration was last
BUT mAT'S not aU. If, like
Saturday.
I wouldn't have missed it for me, the clOI'ieSt you get to
vegetarianism
is french fries,
the world.
Why? Because I love food, you should've been at Popcorn
Day
because
a scruffy old
beverages, people and marching bands. Anybody who man with a greasy white T-shirt
doesn't is starviDJ, thirsty, offered the finest fries
available. These were freshly
lonely and un-Amencan.
cut, quick-fried in the sk~ns and
AS YOU MIGHT expect, one seasoned with malt vlD«:Jar.
can find a good bit of popcorn at The man ~bably got fired
Popcorn Day. They even let you years ago from a vicesalt it yourself, and it '8 free- presidency /!t McDonalds aU you can eat. Considering their loss.
Or you could've bad Polish
~Ievjns has OO-soDle silos full of

Jay
Small
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sausage on a French roll
I grilled onions and peppers
were optional), funnel cakes,
elephant ears, tacos, chili dogs
or caramel apples. I'm surprised Richard Simmons didn't
try to get a court order stopping
Popcorn Day - for him it's a
restraint of trade.
FOOD I~S'T the only attraction of Popcorn Day,
though. The main street clears
out at 1 p.m. every year for the
annual parade, featuring
marching
bands
from
Southeastern Illinois high
schools. the Popcorn Queen and
her court, old cars and older
borses.
There·s even an element of
risk in the parade for tbriU-aminute types. Some folks stand
too far out in the st..--eet and take
their chances wher. the Shriners
come through doiug figure-8's in
their miniature motorcars. But.
as the emcee warned on the
loudspeaker, "you can't sue the
City of Ridgway if you get run
over."
Imagine trying to explain
such a mishap tn the insurance
adjuster. "At:, yes. l!Jat's right

... I was attacked by a parade.
Am I covered?"
PARADE notwithstanding. if
the heat gets you down during
the day, you can venture into
the American Legion for a cold
one. They have extra tables set
up and garbage bags spread
over the dance floor to protect
from spills. My family and I
spent a lot of time there with
other overheated beer drinkers
Saturday.
We had good reason - it was
hot. Excessively so. Jim Doyle,
editor of the Gallatin Democrat
and Ridgway News, came into
the Legion, sweaty after hours
of taking pictures and scribblillJ notes for the Thursday
editions. He walked up to my
dad and summed it up:
"U's so hot I saw two trees
fighting over a dog."
WeU, the sun was hot, even if
Doyle's joke wasn't.

--_G~~cus~------~--

Doughnut pride
If you can't stand hard work,
stay out of this baker's kitchen
By Debra Landis
Stan Writer

Baking is a family affair at
Andy's Pastries in Carterville.
The owners are Andy and
Shirley Aschieris, who will soon
celebrate their 18th year at the
bakery - they bought the
business in Ff'bruary 1966
Aschieris starts the early
shift at 4 a.m. lind is responsible
for all the baking. Mrs.
Aschieris comes in about 5 a.m.
Their daughter, Cathy. helps
out during the day. The
Aschierises' sons, Steve and
Keith, work at the bakery
during weekends.

stalf Pbotos by Scott Shaw
ADdy Aschieris, above, says be enjoys the hanl work that comes
with running a bakery. He'd have too. With slarting work at .. a.m .•
baking hundreds of tempting pastries aDd aU tbat goes with
operatiDg a family business. Shirley Ascbieris. below. his wife,
lakes care of the seUing. Pam Jeralds of Carterville aod BrandOb
Guess make a purchase.

ASCHIERIS IS a witty man
with a ready grin. But when
talking business, he says
matter-of-factly, "If you don't
like hard work, don't get into
the bakery business."
At one point in his life,
Aschieris left baking for about
four years but returned to the
work.
"Andy, I guess, 'has got
baking in his blood," Mrs.
Aschieris says. "He enjoys it
and takes pride in it."
Aschieris agrees.
"THEY CALL me 'Andy the
Baker' around here. I've been
involved with the bakery
business for 38 years," he says.
"I started when 1 was in grade
school, at my uncle's bakery in
West Frankfort. 1 was a window
washer, and I cleaned the floor.
machinery and other things. I
always thought I would spend
my life in a bakery, and here I
am."
Here he is, moving af ease
with a huge tray of piping bot
cinnamon roUs, spreading a tub
full of creamy frosting on some
pastries, frying doughnuts,

kneading bread dough or
talking with an early-bird
customer.
"By 6 a.m., Mrs. Aschieris,
notes, "we usually have
something to sell. We're open
until we sell out for the day.
Then we go horne and rest."
Aschieris' specialties run the
gamut of bakerv items - 'rolls,
doughnuts, Lakes, cookies,
breads and other goods.
AS{'H1ERIS I.EARNED his
trade through watching and
observing his uncle.
Each morning. Aschieris
says. "I start orr with
doughnuts. cakes and cookies. I
tasle and feel when I'm
cooking."
The recipes he uses were
handed down from the West
Frankfort uncle. All the bakE'ry
products are made from
scratch - no ready-to-mix
packages are used. "
"YOU DON'T get texture
with ready-made mixes," Mrs.
Aschieris explains.
Customers of all ages
rrequent Andy's Pastries from the night policeman
finishing his rounds, to students
at John A. Logan College
(Aschieris delivers doughnuts
there during the week), to
youngsters \\,-"0 sometimes
don't have quite enough change
to cover the full cost of an item.
"They always come back with
the money they owe," Mrs.
Aschieris says.
At least a little bit of the
baking business must be in the
Aschieris children's blood.
STEVE AND Keith have fulltime jobs. but offer their
assistance in the bakery
Saturdays and Sundays. When
Cathy was a sixth-grader, she

began selling doughnuts and
making change in the bakery.
She's still &'lIing pastries. and
her lhree-year'illd son. John, is
a frequent visitor.
Ask John how doughnuts are
made, and he'Ulikely say, "Out
of doughnut dough."
"WE-'re a tight-knit family
and have a system for working
when ",,·(,'re all here," Mrs.
Aschieris says. "Our children
corne right in - they know the
business too. One time Andy
broke his elbow and couldn't
work for three months. Keith
came down and got the baking
done befor.;: going to work."
HOW IS an operation like
Andy's Pastries faring in the
1980s~

Their business is doing well,
but many small bakeries are
becoming a thing of the past.
says Mrs. Aschleris. For a short
pe"riod. the Aschierises tried to
run the Carterville bakery in
addition to a bakery in Marion.
But Mrs. Aschieris says. "We
found we couldn't be in two
places at one time. Nobody
takes care of your business like
you do."
The Aschierises are open for
business six days a week.
They're c1Ck.ed on Monday.
When they go on vacation, they
"just close up."
YEARS OF waking up in the
wee hours of the morning,
mixing and stirring bowls of
batter, smelling frying or
baking pastries and getting a bi t
steamy in the summer time
hasn't
diminished
the
Aschierises'love for the bakery
business.
The time wlien they retire
from the bakery kitchen is a
.
long way Gff, they say.
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Associated Artists Gallery
makes display space available
established. This extension will
feature monthly exhibitions of
artwork
made by
nonmembers.
The origina~ion of the consignment gallery stemmed
from the fact that many area
artists live too far to be
members or have previous
commitments that prevent
them
from
joining
the

Liz Myers
SlaH Writer

"There really wasn't a
community space for the visllai
arts," explai'led K!'.thy SanJabi
of the Associated Artists
Gallery ,located at 213 S. Illinoi,
Ave.
The Associated Artists
Gallery is a cooperative that
was formed last May by 16
independent Southern Illinois
artists for the display and sale
of their original works.
"Most of us don't work at the
University, so the gallery is a
place to work with other people,
to find out what they are r:oing
and to get information ahout
other exhibits," Sanjabi S2id.
Sanjabi is just one of the
members from the group of
artists that create all types of
artwork in various mediums:
Japanese flower arranging,
acrylic, watercolor and pastel
pai.ltings.
printmaking.

~~~I~~~:.P~hric c::;r;:~:s:
Sanjabi's husband, Parvis.
has invented the name "Quilted
painting" to classify her uniQue
form of art. She first paints on
various types of fabric, embellishes the surface with
machine embroidery and then
Quilts the work by hand or
machine.
Since the opening of the salon,
a ~nsignment gallery has been

c~~~e~:st ~~!::~r~:~e

coop group is woodworker Kyle
Kinser.
"He adds a very nice
dimension to the gallery,"

~:~i:d !~efi:;:~~: ~h~~

.

her. She added that Kinser also
does work by commission.
Business is picking up after d
slow summer, when a lot of the
artists and students were out of
town.
"We'vp been really pleased
with the response to the
gallery," the artist said.
In addition to the ongoing
exhibits, each month the
Associated Artists Gailery
features the ",ork of a particular memwr or the entire
group, such as this month.
Oct. 4 to 29 will feature the
works of co-()~rative artist
John Boyd, who uses watercolors
and
printmaking
meduiums and specializes in
landscapes.
In November, the artwork of

Sue Stotlar will be displayed.
Stotlar is a co-()p member from
Benton who does paintings in
waterculors and pastels.
Another addition to the
gallery since its inception is the
presentation of guest lectures,
usually made by the artist
whose work is being featured
that month. In these lectures
the artists talk about their work
and their technique used for
creating their particular art
form.
"We hope to give these taiks
on a regular basis for those
people who want to Imow a little
bit more about what's going

BLEUFLAMBE
FRI. - "O.J. Bill Spiller
SAT.-Famlly Tradition
We Now Have "Big Screen" T. V.
II

HAPPY HOUR

801 E. Main
Ph. s"c9-4841
Hrs. Sam-2am

Mon.·Fri. 8:30·9:30am
4:00·7:00pm

oni~ ~~n6~~~ e:r:r~n~~ociated
Artists Gallery !'Jere are two
additional shop'> in operation.
Frames Unlir.ited construc'ts
all kinds of fra mes and handles
all kinds of framing problerr.s.
There is also a yarn shop for
weavers and mlfr artists. The
yarn shop alsl> carries some
knitting and crotcheting yarns.
As far as problems at the
Associated Artists Gallery,
Sanjabi commented that there
have been only a few and
they've
basically
been
procedural.

OPENS 7:00 STARTS DUSK

"We're all new at this, and
heing !lew in the business
means that you have to try new
things. If they don't work, you
have to try something else."

EDDIE MURPHY
TOM CRUISE
REBECCA DE MORNAY
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Staff Photo by David M, Chesney
Yoong-Soo Shim, left, an6 OO&-S;,m Cboi, are Korean journalists studying at SIU-C

Korean journalists are bitter
overSot~iet shooting of plane
Bv D... bra Colburn

siarr "riter

To Young~Soo Shim, t:le
Russians shooting down of a
Korean Jumbo jet was just like a
mati wh ) would shoot at a baby
who walked across his garden.
Doo-Sam Choi. like Shim. a
Kor,~an journalist studylng at
Slll~C. said that Russia has
shown its brutality to the world.
:shim said he thinks' the
Koreai' government will not ban
travel through Soviet air space.
but does expect this to trigger a
cold war between the two
countries.
He said durillb the late 1970's
Korea launched an open door
diplomacy policy to the communist coun!'"l~'S. now this will
put an enrl to the friendly
:·elations.
Choi said he was surprised to
hear of the Soviet's action. "J
te!ephoned to my family t..:n
days ago. I heard that my
family is worried about the
shoot down."
When he first heard the news
reports. Shim said he belif'".ed
them. "The communists can do
anything."
Shim heard from his family
that Korean citizens are
shor:ked and terrified. He said
toey are feeling just like they
lost their own sons and
daughters.
F!'om early morning to late at
night, Shim said, newspapers
and television and radio
broadcasts issue special reports
on recent developments in the
situation.
Shim said to prevent a
recurrence, the ~viets should

II nee 117'
Pomona General
Come on down and vIsit us
and get a taste 01 our famous
sode ~ountoln. WIth the best
sho....s and sandwIches In
town.

Mon-Sat.10am-6pm
Sun. 12pm-6pm
South of Murphysboro on
Rout. 127 _rOJClmole/y

n-..

t> ...ly

detICrmine whether tht' plane is
a civilian aircraft ar.d if it is,
make sure that it gets out of
SOVlei ak:;pact! safely. T!Je
Soviets, he said, should never
fire even a warning shot.
"American action is not
enough.': he said. "The United
State's one weak point was that
it would make no strong
retaliation. no matter what the
Russians did."
He said the United States is
afraid of taking a risk because it
is afraid of harming it's
pollularity.
"I'm not more critical of
America than the rest of Korea.
The average Korean will think
like me." he said.
However, ('hoi said he
believes the United St.;.te!> is the
country that can give the best
hdp in the situation. lie saiel the
Korean government has no
power to claim compensation
from the Soviet government.
Shim disagreed.
Both men have wor academic
s~holarshipi. from the Korean
government and are enrolled in
the School of Journalism.
Shim is a sports writer for the
Korean Herald, an English
language newspaper, while
Choi is a reporter for the international news section of the
Sellul Shimmun, a Korean
language newspaper.
Ct:oi looks like a professor.
HE'S quiet, p->lite and obviously
o!der than most of the other
students in his classes.
Shim, with his baseball cap
and tennis shoes, could more
easily pass for a typical student.
Yet neither of these men is
typical.
Choi and S~im are among the

Bi!J.!if}1.'-fi!M.!l!l1
'3fjE~£T{::;:- -

Tonight
7&9pm
51.00

Ride the escalator to the 4th
Floor Video
Lounge
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3uAO journalists chosen an~
nuaily by the Y.orean Press
Institute for training in the
United States. Canada. Britian
and Australia.
Like all new students. ('hoi.
39. and Shim. 32. ~re in the
process of getting used to SILL
C. Both have had problems with
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cards to call their families in
Korea. Shim said he used 45
quarters in a pay phone in an
attempt to reach his family.
Choi said the food in America
is very good. but that he didn't
like all of tht" sweet things
Americans eat Shim wasn't
impressed with the food he has
eaten here. He said when wives
cook they take mGre care with
food preparation and the food
tastes better.
Both men are married and
have two children each. ('hoi's
daughters are 3 and 4-years-old
and Shim's are 2 and 3. Shim
explained that age is counttd in
a different way for Koreans.
When a baby is ne,.vborn, it is 1Yf>ar-old. As ·.he calendar
r:hanges. one year is added.
Choi said birthdays are not as
important in Korea.
Both men agree that they
WOUldn't want to live in
America because people don't
get along with their neighhors
and there is a lot of violence and
noise. Shim said Koreans meet
with their friends to talk of
academic things while here
people meet to discms trivia.

HiI~a~~i:::!~~~ce~n~;~~~ a~d~~
culture. Korean girls
modest and womcmly
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Group helps widowed persons
deal with missing 'other half
By Bf'linda Edmondson
Staff Writer

Loneliness haunts them at
every turn.
After the trauma of the death,
they must now undergo the pain
of that first Christmas alone.
And on tor of it all, some of their
friends expect them to resume
their lives as if nothing had
happened.
But sometime~ tne pa!'! eases
when someone lends an ear or
JUers to help out; someone who
understands because they have
been through it all before.
That is the function of the
volunteers who work for
Widowed Persons Services.
"Widowed persons are so used
to having that other half
aroued. that when they're gone
they lose that emotional support. " said Connie Armstrong, a
WPS board member and a
genatric community consultdnt
for Jackson County Mental
Health Services. "Thp primary
reason for the existence of WPS
is to give them support."

Widowed Persons Services
also tries to make the public
more aware of thf' nt~ 01 the
widowed. According, to • Arn:'strong,lM;ople tend ~o .rea. thel,r
newly wldo\\ ed frIends as If
ther are, "the. fifth wh~I" in
sO':lal situatIons.
Many
hmes ~he wldo~ed persons used
to be mvolved In only pa,rtn~rto-vartner sort ~f actIVItIes
be~ore the death. . Armstro."g
sal~ ...WPS organtz.es SOCIal
achvlttes for th~ Widowed to
~V?I~ their bem~ left ?ut.
W.e re not ~ .datmg servlc~;
we. re not patrlng u~. peop~e.
said ~rmstron&.. we Just
organtze actlvltl.es where
people do not feel hke the !one
goose."where they nave thmgs
to do.
.
Ar!"strong
saId that the
pubhc also. n~ to be aware
that the grlevmg process may
take a long time before the
widowed person gets over the
death. "They cannot pull
themselves up by the bootstraps
- as some people expect them
to do - two months after the

death. They cannot be expected
to gC' lin as if nothing has happened." said Armstrong.
For this reason the volunteers
in the program hav! to have
been widowed for at 'east a year
themselves. becaus~ they are
capable of empathizing with
those who have been recently
widowed. The volunteers also
provide assistance to thc newly
widowed in other areas. "Newly
widowed people also have to
cope with a lot of fin:mcial
questions. especIally if it's the
male who has died." said Armstrong. "The femaie is often not
aware of the taxes she has to
pay. Sometimes she does not
even know how to write a
check," Volunteers either
advise these people on what
steps to take. or direct them to
an organization that will help
them
.
WPS needs more volunteers
for the program. The next
training session will be held at 7
p.m. Oct.7 to 9. at the Carbondale Senior Citizens Center.

fIlEI)s
WHO GOES THERE?

MOCK IINEW MeAT" TEST
Saturday, Sept. 17, 1'13
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Come to r.oom 211, Wheeler Hall by 4:30 p.m. on
Sept. 16th to pre-register for this test.
There will be no fee required.
No one will be admitted on Sept. 17th
without the official admission form issued
when you pre-register.
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Acid rain may cost miners jobs
By Ed Foley
Student Writer
As many as two-thirds of
Illinois' coal miners could lose
tl!t:ir jobs if the blame for the
acid rain currently threatening
the £'lVironment in the Northeast is laid at the feet of
Illinois coal-fired power plants.
That was the pessimistic
ol.1tlook voiced by United Mine
Workers
lobbyist
Jerry
Hawkins as he discussed
pending cO'lgressional bills that
attempt to come to grips with
the "acid rain" dilemma.
Acid rain is caused by
sulphurous emissions from
coal-burning industries. among
other sources. coming down in
rainfall. Resulting problems
range from the accelerated
decav of some buildings to the
over-aciditv of lakes and
streams. .
Hawkins. in a press conference at SIU-C Tuesday,
described acid rain as one of the
most emotional issues on the
public agenda and one that
affects Illinois more than any
other state. Illinois coal, he
said, has a higher sulfur content
than coal milled from other
parts of the nation.
Environmentalists h,\Ve
charged that the t-missions

from power plants and factories
that use this coal drift with the
weather systems to the Northeast.
Hawkins denied that Illinois
coal and industry playas large
a part in the pollution as some
suggest, pointing out that
studies done by the University
of Illinois show that the acidity
of Illinois rain is the same as
anywhere in the United States.
He attributes the relatively low
level of resulting Illinois
pollution to the large amount of
limestone in the area's soil.
which tends to neutralize the
acidic rainfall.
The danger to Illinois coal
jobs is that utilities which use
Illinois coal will be regulated
away from it as a result of ~he
pollution in the Northeast, said
Hawkins. It is the UMW's
position that no conclusive
evidence exists which links
Illinois industry and northeastern acid raid,
"There are a lot of things in
the East that could be causing
acid rain," Hawkins &1'<:1. "You
should
start
(industry
regulation) in the East and
move WE'St."
Although he expects no
congressional action on the
issue this year, Hawkins
discussed
two
prop~sal"

recently aired in Washington
that attempt to remedy the
problem.
One bill backed by Rep.
Heery Waxman, D-CaliL would
charge
each
",Iectricity
customer about 50 cents a
month. This money wOllld be
placed in a "superfund" and the
proceeds used to pay for installation of pollution control
devices at the 50 worst polluting
power plants in the nation.
Hawkins refrained from anv
expression of support for this
bill 1m the part of the llMW but
did call it a "step in the right
direction."
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Another proposal calls for
accelerated studv of the sources
of acid rain and increased
"liming" of afflicted lakes and
streams. Liming is the practice
of laying down a level of
limestone in waters that are too
acidic to maintain normal
aquatic life. The limestone has
been shown to be effective at
neutralizing the acid.
This last proposal has the
wholehearted support of the
coal miners' union, although
Hawkins conceded the former
bill has a better chance of
becoming htw.

:lPCFilms Presents ...

Friday, September 16, 8:00 P.M.
SID Student Center Ballroom D
No Aelmlsslon Charge
•

Co-SponsoNci by:
Chi Alpha
.Y>

Plzza1.nnl

TONIGHT & SATURDAY
Starring: Paul Newman,
Charlotte Rampling &Jame.Mason

MlDPREP

School of Medicine
SIU-C

.

ewSUNDAY NIGHTBui14
5pm.. 9pm

All of the pizza, Spaghetti,
Salad and garlic sticks
yell can eat for only

7&9:1Spm

• TH E\ f~Rf)f( 'T
SUNDAY

~.
$3.29
~ drinks
Plus:yourso/t
only 5t
x.

Without
flnesthesla
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7&'pm

All shows $1.50 at the
Student Center Auditorium'
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throl,!.gh Sept. 30,

1983 with purchase

of any buffet.

Buffet Hours:
M-F-1l-2
Tues. eve. 6-9
Sun. eve. 5-9
(at Carbondale
store only)

For pizza out its Pizza Inn.
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Drought is worst since '38;
farmers facing 'tough times'
By Pat MitriUf
Student Writer
This summer's drought is the
worst since 1938, according to
Gilbert Kroening, dean of the
School of Agriculture.
This is the fllSt year since
11187 that the average yield of
com in illinois has fallen below
the national level. Illinois is
usually near the top of the list in
corn production along with
Iowa, Kl"OeIIIDg said.
Kroening said that 1980 and
1954 were also very bad years.
However, all things considered,
this may be the worst summer
ever, he said.
Southern Illinois farmers
usually produce on the average
about 134 bushels of com an
acre. This year, the average is
expected to be about 78 bushels
an acre.
Northern Illinois farmers
usually average slightly higher
yield because the soil has a
greater capacity for holding
water, Kroening said.
Nationwide, the production of
com is expected to drop off
from 8.4 to 4.4 billion bushels of
com this summer, Kroening
said.
Soybeans, which usually
average between 35 and 40
bushels an acre are expected to
come in at 25 bushels this year.
Kroening said that this was an
optimistic projection.
"The farmers have been
through three years of tough
times,"
Kroening
said.
Although 1981 and 1982
produced bumper crops, low
world market demand has
given the farmers a poor return
on their investment.
As a result, those farmers
who invest their profits from
year to year, and don't operate
with a large a,..lity will be in,
serious troubl~ this year,
Kroening said.

Rain Monday did nothing 10
help the com crop, Kroening
said. The growing season is
over, and the only benefit rain
provided was to hte-planted
soybeans, pasture grasses and
the fall seeding of hay and
alfalfa. Kroening said
The drought will have a ripple
effect, Kroening said. He
prec!icted that meat prices will
IDCre8~e next year because of
the increased price of com for
livestock feed.

Winter seminar set for Washington
"The Making of a President"
is the topic for Winterim '84. a
three·week
seminar
in
Washington, D.C. set for Jan. I
to 21. The seminar is sponsored
by the Washington Center.
Tht> Washington Winterim '84
program is coordinated at SIUC through Betsy Peterson,
campus
liaison.
The
Washington Center is a nor.·
profit educational agency
established to promote experimental
learning
opportunities for students from
collelles and universities across

the country.
Guest speakers, structured
seminars and debates will focus
on upcoming presidential
campaign issues and national
elections. Visils to the FBI.
Israeli Embassy. Voice of
America,
White
House.
Congress and State Department
are amonll the scheduled trips.
A second symposium, "The
Legal System and Legal
Careers," will mr-et from Jan. 1
to 14, with an optional third
week, set for Jan. 15 to 21.

Each Winterirn program
offers up to three hours of
academic credit applicable. by
pre-arrangement with a facultv
sponsor. toward the ~Il:·i·
spring semester.
The Washington Center also
offers a housing option, with
students housed in an apart·
ment complex.
Deadline for application to
the Washington Winterim is
Oct. 15.

THE END OF

Kroening said that those
farmers who gambled and did
not sign up for the federal
Payment in Kind program will
be worse off. PIK is a federal
farm subsidy where fa,mers
are given com or soybeans or
other crops by the government
to sell or use as they see fit, in
f'xchange for not planting crops.
With some Southern Illinois
counties being declared a
disaster area, thereby paving
the way for low-interest federal
loans, this wiu help farmers,
Kroening -;aid.

WANTED.

YOU CAN DO IT!
" !IdS down to wMt you wMt to do end wIIet you
IwIe to do. Take the fru E~1yn Wood Reading
DyMmics lesson and you can do it-handle all the
work college demands and still have time to enjoy
college life.

You are wanted for

You can dramatically increase your reading speed
today end tflat's just the st.... Think Of the time,
the nedom you'd haft to do the things you want
to do. For twenty ~ars the ones whO get ahead

ANGEL 'LIGHTI
. . ._ . . fun, friends,
campus Involvement
_IMI UpI rush Sept.
15116at the Student
Center
I'0Il'"
INI'OIIMA'fION CALL:

S2t-Mi4
Pale 10, Daily EIJPlian, Septt!lt\iIer 18, 1113

haft used Reading ~mics. It's the way to read
for todil'{s
world-fast, smooth, efficient.
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Don'1 get left behind because there was too much
to read. Talce the fr« E~tyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatICally
inc~ase your ~ading speed and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free
lesson. Make the college fife the good hfe WithReading Dynamics you can do it

FREE
IN THE
STUDENT
CENTER
ALL NEXT WEEK
MONTHRUSAT

EVELYN WOOD
DEMONSTRATIONS
c::oME 1RY SPEED RfADING

FOR YOURSELF

SEATING IS LIMITED
SO PLEASE PLAN
ON AmNDING THE
EARLIEST POSSIBLE
DEMONSTRATION

fMIVELYM WOOD READING DYNAMICS

Both parties plan major drives
for Hispanic voter registration
By Donald M. Rothberg

.\s!lociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON - Democrats
were making their case
Thursday in the struule for the
Hispanic vote, already: ardently
pursued by President Reagan.
Speaker Thomas P. O'NeiU
Jr. was the principal speaker at
the annual dinner of the
Congressional Hispanic Caucus.
The Massachusetts Democrat
was expected to present a view
of the economy far different
from the upbeat picture that
Reagan painted Wednesday
night for an audience of
Hispanic Republicans.
A caUClE staff member said
House GOP Leader Robert
Michel of Illinois declined an
invitation to address the dinner.
Gov. Toney Anaya of New
Mexico and several Hispanic
Democratic congressmen were
meetong with reporters to press
their view that Hispanics were
particularly hard hit by
Reagan's economic policies.
In his speech to the
Republican National Hispanic
Assembly, Reagan described
the economy as "lifting off" and
attributed it to "the policies

we've been pursuing."
He also drew loud applause

~:~r!'f s.:~'e;;~e ~:~:tetl~:

Caribbean are our neighbors:
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difference. "
O'Neill and other Democratic
Party leaders have repeatedly
criticized Reagan programs as
tilted toward the rich while
shortchanging poor and middle
class Americans.
When he delivered his party's
response to one of Reagan's
Saturday radio speec;hes,
O'Neill said, "The sad fact is
that we have not been fair in
providing food and shelter t(,
those who need it."
Democrats and Republicans
plan major voter registration
drives among Hispanics, who
were described in a recent
Census Bureau report as "a
fast-growing, young, active and
diverse population closing some
gaps in social and economic
status with the overall
population."
The bureau said the Hispanic
population was 14.6 million in
1980, a 60 percent increase in 10
years. The Hispanic vote was

about 2 percent of the total in
the 1980 election but it was
concentrated in such key states
as California, Texas, New York
and Florida.
Republicans
view
the
Hispanics as deeply religious
and socially conservative and
likely to a'Uee with many of
Reagan's positions.
But about two-thirds of the
Hispanic vote went to Democrat
Jimmy Carter in 1980, and a
strong Hispanic turnout 1n
Texas in 1982 was cited as a
major factor in the defeat of
GOP Gov. William Clements.
or the ten members of
Congress in the Hispanic
Caucus, only one - Rep.
Manuel Lujan of New Mexico is a Republican.
Republican officials are
talking about spending $I
miUion for voter registration
and politieal organization
directed at Hispanics.
The National Hispanic Voter
Registration campaign, an
ostensibly bipartisan effort but
with Democrats making up
most of its leadership, opened a
drive last month to register a
million new Hispanic voters for
the 1984 election.

Reagan goes against the tide;
says deficits won't up interest
By Robert Furlow
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)
Treasury Secretary Donald
Regan is taking on the
president's other top economic
advisers - and most of the
nation's private economists by insisting the government's
record budget deficits won't
drive up interest rates and
harm the recovery.
:'>10 one doubts the former
Marine is tough enough to
withstand the public reaction,
which has ranged from puzzlement to ridicule.
But the question is why he'd
keep at it.
The answer, according to
some close observers, may
have more to do with Regan's
determination to fight off tax
increases than with any sudden
anxiety over an economic
question of cause and efCecl.
Some in Congress are
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beginning to say budget deficits
projected at $200 billion or more
a year are such a dire threat to
Americans' economic wellbeing that taxes must be raised
to bring the budget closer to
balance. Most of those
congressmen, though, are
Democrats who never liked the
big tax-rate cuts President
Reagan pushed through in 1981.
One administration official.
commenting only if guaranteed

lli~r1I~~7a :~~~~~ ~~;~

deficits and high interest rates
could be used as a wedge to
separate Republicans from the
tax-cuttmg crusade that
Reagan pursued his first year in
office.
Another, also asking not to be
named, said flatly, "'Deficits' is

just a code word for the ~ax
fight; the big issue is taxes."
And private econon.ist Robert
Gough of Data Resources InC'.,
willing to be named since
neither Reagan nor Regan pays
his salary, said the only explanation he c~n think of for
Regan's recent comments is "to
ward off doing something about
the deficits with tax increases."
On the subject of deficits and
interest rates. Regan stands
virtually alone against the
world
of
conventional
economics. The contention that
big deficits cause higher interest rates is just one of those
that
"everybody
ideas
belit'ves" but can't prove,
nothing to be taken seriously,
says Regan.
Such ideas, he says, "often
turl) out to be soured wisdom of
some defund or obsolescent
economist ... out of touch with
the real world."
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Career Day '83
Tuesday, September 20, 9 A.M.-4 P.M.
Student Center Ballrooms
Talk With The People Who Know About:
• CSl'ft>r Trend!!

.. D'l"IIu"!'d TT3inmll

• Job Opport~f'litiPA

• AppJi(,8tion PTOC't"dUft>S

All Majot'8 Are Welcome to Attend!
Ask Your Own Que-stions ...
Just A Walk Through Format ... Informal!
CAReER DAY WORKSHOPS

Student ("ente-r-Mi~l8B1ppl Room

WORKSHOPS REPEA TED
2;:lO. -:l:JO'lII-ftE.s:ume

K;JO-9:30 .. 1 1 - Reaume

·t:«)..4:~'--ln ...rvi.wmll

Ski;1a

9:30-IO:30--lnlervi.wing Skill.
MAKING CAREER DA Y WORK FOR YOU
Thuradoy.9'15at 11:tJO a.m

Monday. 9'19 alll:OU a.m. and 2:00 pm
Woody Hall. 8-142

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Spnn80nod by Ca~ Plann.n« and PiaN -'E'nt Cpnte.-

stan Hoye's presents ...

Tile

1131l2ltA\ll\lfA\'lr
~\ltltlrll~tl3
Fresh Squeezed
Orange Juice
Served Every Day!

t

8~'~_~_~p\
718 S. UnIversIty·
Carbanda/.

!!'".!:.D.
__-21.
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Every busy executive has to
make every minute count, And
a breakfast is a great way to
start the day !
Bring your early morning
meetings to Stan Hoye's and
enjoy breakfast while you're
talking business. The
quiet, elegant atmosphere
mdkes business over breakfast
a pleasure I
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MR. NATURAL'S
Whole Fe-ods Grocery

"OW IN STOCK
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Come in and mention this ad and
receive $' .00 olf regular price.
OFFER GOOD THIIU SEPT.

102 E. Jackson
Hrs.: 10·5 Mon-Sot

"LOOKIN' FER THE TASTIEST CRUB
THIS SIDE " fh,
BORDER?"

satff Photo

Computer Ie••on
Freshman Man WllDIIerlidI Jeams about tile DeW
Library Compater System from Wilma Lamp.
m_, a ..iltaDt refereace UlIrartaa. Waaderlkh iI
eanued ID GSD Itt", a -.ltoar lIIIrary s1aCUea

'y Neville Laberg

d ..s m.lnleted by LampmlUl. The LCS iI a clr·
caladon system which eUspiays a book's locadm
In Uae Ubnry and IneUcatei whether tile Itook has
been checked out.
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Religious camp under study;
children may return to parents
By Frederick Standish
Associated Press Writer.

ALLEGAN. Mich. (AP)
Some of the 66 children who
were taken away from the
House of Judah religious camp
after a child was beaten to
death may be returned to their
parents within two weeks under
a custody settlement announced
todav.
But Pr91:late Judge C. Ralph
Kohn of Adrian ordered a court
task force to investigate living
conditions at the encampment
of "black Hebrew Israelite
.Jews" before any children are
returned.
"We're not at any time
desirous of taking your children
away from you," Kohn said.
The children are currently
wards of the court and in foster
homes in eight counties.
The task force will check
living conditions at the rural
camp, about 15 miles southwest
of Allegan in southwestern
Michigan, and ensure that a
school there meets state
standards.
Kohn said the task force had
been told to conduct its in·

vestigations quickly, and the
judge said some of the children
may be returned within two
weeks.
The
sect's
"prophet,"
William A. Lewis, sa;d after the
settlement was reached, "I feel
much, much better."
Within a week of the beating
death of 12-year-old John
Yarbough, Allegan County
Probate Judge George Greig
orderffi in early July that the 66
children at the camp be
removed.
Lewis and four other sect
leaders have been charged wi .h
one count each of child cruelty .
and the dead boy's mother,
Ethel Yarbough. 33. has been
charged with manslaughter. All
have been released on bond.
Before being charged, Lewis
said the youngster died after
being "chastised" for refusing
to eat or perform chores.
Greig was disqualified from
the case after attorneys for the
parents said he might be called
as a witness because he had had
conversations with Lewis in
:~~eelk: Kohn was appointed

Judy
Collins
Friday, Sept. 30, 8:00 p.m.
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BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
(AP) - Actor Todd Bridges,
who plays Gary Coleman's
older brother un the NRC·TV
series "Dtl"i'rent Strokes," has
been fined $240 and plac1!d on
probation for a year for
carrying a loaded weapon in his
car.
Bridges, 18, pleaded guilty to
the misdemeanor count late
Tuesday before Beverly Hills
Municipal Court Judge Charles
Rubin.
Bridges bought the gun to
protect
himself
against
members of the Ku Klux Klan
who he said fired a rifle at him
recently outside his Canoga
Park home. accodrinJ! to
defense attorney Maxwell
Keith.
"He told me about an incident
when some people in the
vicinity of his home came after
him with sticks or duos or
something," Keith said. "He
felt threatened."
Police found a loaded .45caliber semi-automatic pistol in
Bridges' Porsehe when they
stopped him for allegedly
driving 15 mph over the limit.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

THE BARR STARRS

SHOW

SUNDAYNITE

BRADY & HOLLY

The music,
The beauty,
The legend ...
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'Diffrent .troke.'
actor arre.ted for
loaded gun in car
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Concert, lecture and rally
to underline women's 8afety
Ily Jennifer PhDlips
Staff

Writer

Rape prevention in Carbondale is an often discus.'Ied
subject by local women's
groups, students, and law enfOfC@ment agencies.
l'\ow all three will converge
for 1\ week of lectures, information booths and raUies
during Women's Safety Week
Sept. 18 through 24.
Sponsored by the Carbondale
Coalition for Safety, an
organization made up of
numerous agencies throughout
Jackson County, activities
featured will promote the safety
of women and explore society's
attitudes toward rape and
violence.
A fundraiser at 8 p.m. Sunday
will kick off the week's activities. Held at Mainstreet
East. there will be music for
dancing and socializing and a
film. "Rape Cultu.ooe," will be
shown. Admission of $1.50 for
the coalition will be asked at the
door.
Tuesday from 7 to 9:30 p.m.
there will be a festival at Turley
Park with the band After Dark,
food provided by the Carbondale Jaycees and information booths by participa ting agencies
Speakers will include State
Rep. Bruce Richmond, D-1l6th
District, and Jackson County
Sheriff William Kilquist.
A lecture "Dirty Books, Dirty
Films and Rape" will be
presented at 7 p.m. Wednesday
br Dr. Pauline Bart, professor
o sociology in psychiatry at
University of Illinois at
Chicago. She will discuss the
relationship between pornography and violence against
women. The film "Not a Love
Story" will also be shown. The
lecture will be given in Davis
Auditorium. Wham Building on
SIU-C campus.
At 8:15 p.m. Thursday, the
lliinois Domestic Violence Act
will be the topic of a panel
discussion betwt'en Attorney
Mary Rudasill, Assistant
State's Attorney B?rbara
Colvin. Director of the Womer"s
Center Shelt'i!r Program
Genevieve Houghton, and Hobbi
Bennett from the Women's
Center Board of Directors.
The discussion will be held at
the Community Center, 607 E.
College Ave.
The week will conclude with a
Take Back the Night march and
rally to begin at 8 p.m. in front

Puzzle answers
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of the Wesley Foundation, 816 S.
Illinois Ave.
Marchers should meet at 7:30
p.m. and are encouraged to
bring candles and signs. The
route will be north up South
Illinois Avenue to Cherry
Street, past the Federal
Building and back down
University Avenue to the front
st:!pS of Shryock Auditorium,
where the rally will begin at
8:30 p.m.
Speakers wiu include Meg
Rizen from Women's Services
and Dinah DeMoss, an active
member of the regional and
national chapters of the
National Organization for
Women. Sashes will be
available for women who are
survivors of rape, sexual attack
and incest who wish to wear

c l~::~i ti~na,~C:~~::~a n~soll:~
Department, Wflmen's Center,
Shawnee NOW, SIU-C Women's
Ser~"ices, Women's Studies,
Counseling Center and Wellness
Center.
Also.
Jackson
County
Sheriff's Department and
State's Attorney's Office, sm-c
Security, Women's SeH-Defe.tse
Council, Synergy, Carbondale
Interchurch Council, Carbondale Memo:-ial Hosptial,
Carbondale Jaycees, Mainstreet East, Henry Printing and
Frank & BiU Graphics.
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them.

Men are invited lo join women
in support in the march and to
attend the rally.
"We're inviting women to
unite and reclaim our right to
safely. freedom and respect,"
said Sue Hickerson, member of
Shawnee NOW.
Anyone wishing to be marshals for the march or rally can
call Hickenon or Cindy Johnson
at 549-0270.
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Buy any polo and get one of comparable or lower price FREE

._eg_ Priced To: '24.00

Fashion Outlet Price: $9.99 to $15.99
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Hwy. 13 E. Carbondale

Acrou from University Mall
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::':'Chemistry' 're'searchers seek
effective arthritis compound
By San Lyter
Staff Writer
Conrad Hinckley doesn't wanl
to raise false hopes blJt slowly
he is learning more and more
about anti-arthritic comoounds.
Along with several graduate
students, Hinckley, a professor
in chemistry. is doing research
on a compound called osmium
tetroxide, that when combined
with carbohydrates. seems to
have positive, healing effects on
arthritic joints.
"I can't remember how long
I've been working on this." said
Hinckley. He began working
with osmium in f979 for "entirely different purposes."
Through one thing leading to
another, and many little steps.
he began to see a connection
between u.;m!um and its effects
on arthritis. The progress made
so far depends lUeatly on the
work of others too, said Hinckley.
Osmium tetroxide has been
used in Europe to treat arthritis. However, its use is
highly controversial bP.cause it
is very toxic.
Hinckley discovered that
when osmium tetroxide is
combined with sugars, a class
of chemical compounds whi~h
he named osmarins, is formed.
Osmarins have the same antiinflammatory
effects
of
osmium tetroxide with a major
advantage-they are not toxic.
Pain and swelling occur in
arthritic joints when a sub-stance called superoxide ions
attack and destroy the joint
lubricant and sometimes. the
cartilage. Friction, due to lack
of lubricant, causes pain and
damage to the joint. Osmarins
adhere to the joint, protecting it
from the damaging superoxide.
One source of superoxide ions
comes from the body's infection
fighting process. They are a
response to the white blood cells
attack on a virus.
According to Piotr Kibala,
chemistry graduate stutlent,
osmarins are injected into an
affected joint. They then form
compounds
with
anti'inflammatory properties.
Experiments have shown that
joints have also had new growth
after the osmarin injection.
Experiments
with
the
osmarins are being done only on
pigs. dogs alld rabbits. Almost
all have been successful, The
only failure was one in which
the disease was too far advanced for the compound to
have an effect.
Although, Hinckley and his
colleagues are optimistic about
their work, they want people to
understand where they are in
their research.
"I don't want to raise any
false hopes. People have to
understand that we're at the
beginning stage. I don't know
how long this beginning will
last," he said.
The research with osmarins is
being tfene only- at SIU-C.
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$9fJ '''''''ude. I.t Jump Course

and SIU Club MemMrship.

For more information.
Stop by our booth
in the Student Center
Today - Friday

S~\.E .' .

copies .~~

II

musrf~,/"1

dO(um~rll·e~E'r

not a lot of flash ... just great copies.
717 S. illinois, Carbondale

457-2223

:IPC Consorts Presents

THE FLESHTONES

Stafl Phote by Nerille LoIterI
Plocr DaJa, who ill warldlll
C....d Blackley _ research lato
ud-artbrilk: comap......... does some w.-lt iD tile chemistry
IaboratGry.
Supporting experiments are Southern minois. Beginning this
being done under glass by a fall he will be seek funds from
colleague at the University of the p'Jblic.
Illinois Medical School in
"Peo~le will know exactly
Chicago. Prospects for funding where their money is being
are uncertain and will probably spent," Hinckley said.
improve as the substan...-es and
There is still much work to do
research
become
more with osmarins. A scientllit must
familiar, Hinctdey said.
overcome natural r.kepticism
Currently, the research in and prove what haPi-'Cns when
being supported mainly by making a claim.
department money. Hinckley
We must step back from
said the University has been animal work and go to supsupportive
and
helpful porting chemistry for proof of
what 6appens," Hinckley said.
throught'ut.
"We want to develop a cure. To
do that, we must prove efficacy,
which
a whole new

wi'"

SATURDA Y. SEPT. 24·IPM
STUDENT CENTER ROMAN ROOM
TICKETS '4.00·STUDENT CENTER
CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE
... -

.__. Ci.LTURED CREAMS -

,

5TAMP OUT CALORIES
With • fresh fruit luncl.. from
CULTURED CREAMS. F_turlng: fr •• h
.Ia uwberrl., cantaloupe, pineapple.
p_ch ancl mor••
HOUItS:
11;00..10:10 "'lIy

LOCATED ON SOUfH 51
(Next to Arnolel'. Marteet)

....---COUPON ·----i~---COUPON----'

SHAKE
I
I
I~ OFF our medium,

I

SUNDAE

I

20t

I

I

I

,or large frOlan yogurt'
OFF our fresh fruit I
lor ice cream shake.: or regular sunda~.
lOne coupon per item" One coupon per Item.:

t

good thru 9/18/83

I

I

good Ihru 9/18/83

I

~-----------~------------~
CULTURED CREAMS

PRIME TIME PRESENTS
Southern Illinois' Newest &. Most Beautiful Restaurant & Lounge
• The finest food and beverage value. Specializing in
in Prime Rib, Steaks, and Fresh Seafood.
• Live Entertainment Monday thru Saturday Nights, NO
Cover. This weekend's feature: THE TOYS.

LEARN TO
SKYDIVEI

Join the ~-time
,NATIONAL CHAMPION,
SIU SKYDIVING CLUB
*The Club leaves from
in front of .... Student
Center at 8:30 a.m .....ery
Saturday

;

' .

generic •

• Ladies Ni~t every Tuesday Night 9am-2am. 50¢ Well
Prime Tlme-A urJque and
Drinksfor1..adies.
fun place to gather with
friends.
Serving Lunch 7 days a week llam-3pm
Serving Dinner Sun- Thur 5pm-lOpm
HAPPY HAPPY HOUR
Serving Dinner Fri-Sat 5pm-llpm
4:30-7:30

Call 549-7137
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50,
$1.00

Route 13 East Next to University Mall
529-5051

.

fj£".

-,
FLOOR SAMPLE SALE

~ -v~~·· S.m~. Coaches.nd Loveselts

, '•

NUNTEfi'$

RIfIf, SHfII 51 457-26$1

l\PA SRIJ3
r------------I

I,:~.I

Ignoring the raindrops

Starr Photo by Neville Loberg

I

II

~~~

checkin~

I

with this coupon

II

I!!~~:~:~:~:::.~~~

CampilS Shopping Center
Coil 5-49-5222 Or Wolk·ln.

Rain storms earlier this week didn't stop one determined fan from

HAIRCUT
$6.95

on Shryoek events.

Glenn must expand his public image
fh Evans Witt
:\ssoeiated Press Writ.>r

John Glenn is embarking on a
risky but necessary course this
fall by trying to give Americans
something
more
than
"astronaut" to put next to his
nawe.
1 he Ohio ~.enator will be
giving many spe@Ches around
the countrY i;J the next few
weeks. Glenn. a Democratic
presidential hopeful. will be
laying out his personal platform
on the issues.
In a deeper sense, he will tell
Americans that he is a
politician of presidential
caliber. not simply a test pilot.
an astronaut or an American
hero.
He must try to add this level
to the public mind without
losing the foundation provided
by those favorable views
genera ted in his younger days
in the space program. That
foundation helped Glenn close
in on former Vice President

~

Wal';er Mondale at the polls.
Americans have been more
than willing to accept "nonpoliticians" as presidential
candidates; if they are convinced that the candidates can
handle the job. Dwight
Eisenhower's
non-political
background was an asset to his
campaign in 1952, but he had
also shown he could handle the

jO~ CBS-New

York Times poll
this summer outlined the
strengths and weaknesses for
Glenn in terms of public perception.
Forty-eight percent of the
public said they had favorable
views of Glenn. compared to
only 12 percent with unfavorable views. But. 40 percent
didn't know enough about him
to comme;]t 0" didn't answer.
Those with lavorable views
were pressed for their reasons.
General personal qualities were
mentioned by 27 percent.
honesty by 13 percent and his
asb <lnaut days by 13 percent.

Only 16 percent mentioned
political or issue·oriented
factors.
The poll also showed how
Glenn's task is complicated by
the nature of his main opponent
- Mondale.
Mondale has a long varied
record in public life. a list of
elected offices that hr .las won
and duties he has completed.
Mondale's record is a key to his
status as a leading candidate
for president.
It has made Mondale more
familar to the public, but has
also given him some higher
ne~ative ratings. The CBS·New
York Times poll said 40 percent
were favorable to Mondale. 27
percent unfavorable and 33
percent unsure.

Sunday Champagne Brunch
llam to 2pm

$5.95
Ega Benedict, BiscuitR & Gravy, Turkev & Dressing,
Pastries, Ham, French Toast & Much More!

un ay Nig t 3·lOpm
All The BBQ Ribs you can eat

$5,95

includes soup, salad bar, & otato

H<tur.:
NI·Th 11.12
F-Sat 10-1
Sun 1-11

OlclTawn
514 S. III
Cdale

457-U13

Those who like Mondale
mentioned his public service.
Tw<-n!v-four percent cited his
Yf;ars • in government as the
;'eason for their views.

5;fXXX*5IA

6 pI. btl'
and cons

$2.57

12 pI. blls.
and cons

$4.4.

~

The American Ta

6 pI. Btls.

LIter

$3.99

Gordon's
Gin

750 ml

•

$6.47 .~.

=

Lt. or Ok.

~

$5.95 ~
~

~

750 ml

Tower

I.SLlter

AIIW,o. . 3l".'

$ 4.95 ~
$6 67
•

$4.99

Wine Tasting
Saturday, 1-4p.m.
Alunite Gold

e·

750 ml

$2.62

~

is

~

i
;
,--

__

=~
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Nine seeking school seats

Project provides child safety seats
By Lugenia Dixon
Student Writer

nlinois Department of Transportation.
Any Jackson County family
According to the Illinois who has an infant under 20
Department of Transportation, pounds and 26 inches in length
Division of Traffic Safety, 70,000 or any woman in her eighth ~r
children under the age of 5 are ninth month of pregnancy IS
reported as injured and 850 die eligible for the seat. They are
nationally because they were allowed to keep the seat until
not protected by child safety ·the child is over 20 pounds. The
vehicle must be equipped with
seats or seat belts.
Although this is the No. 1 seat belts before the seat will be
preventable cause of death for given, Jacknik S&id.
young children, parents still use
There is weekly distribution
many excuses for not using
them.
at the Murphysboro Health
"All it takes is one hour to Department at 9 a.m. Fridays.
save a life," said Michelle
Jacknik suggested calling for
Jacknik.
public
health an appointment as there are no
educator.
walk-ins. She said it assists the
In an effort to assist parents office in knowing how many
in this problem, a group of seats are needed in advance and
Jackson County citizens has helps to "weed out" those who
organized an infant car seat are ineligihle
rental
program,
Project
Buckle-Up.
This program is designed to
help families with young
children and to make the public
more aware of passenger
safety. The car seats were
donated
by
community
members and purchased with
matching funds provided by the

Civil service staff
to elect state rep;
petitions available
Civil service employees will
elect a representative to the
State Unrersities Civil Service
Advisory Committee to the
Merit Bo..ud. on Oct. lB.
To seek the position, em-

h~~~ce~ m~~i~U~ull-~Feu-~~
current consecutive years if
civil service employment at
SIll-C.
Civil service employees
planning to seek th~. postition
must file a petItIOn and
statement of candidacy by Sept.
28.

Petitions for candidacy will
be available at the office of the
Acting Manager of Personnel

Se~ec~e~ ~rt.o:~~e is four
years and the elected candidate
will be seated at the first
meeting of the Advisory
Committee in 1984.
According
to
Bonnie
Williams, staff secretary in
Personnel, all civil service
employees can vote, and absentee ballots will be sent out to
University employees working
in al-eas outside Carbondale.

Helpers nf?eded
for Clean-up Day
The Undergraduate Student
Organization is seeking help for
its fourth annual Clean-up Day.
This year's clean-up will start
at 9 a.m. Saturday, Oct. ~?
from Lenus Turley Park.
Prizes, T-shirts, food and a
concert will continue to be offered, according to Curtis
McDaniel. Clean-Up Day
chairman.
individuals or groups wanting
to participa.te may contact
McDaniel. Clean·up Day
chairman

s

529-9191
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For rental privileges, there
are a few easy steps which must
be followed: see a film about
car safety, fill out a brief quiz,
discuss the film, demonstrate
usage 0 1 the seat, fill out and
discuss the contract required in
the
program
and then
demonstrate the seat in the car.
All this takes about an hour,
Jacknik said.
The fee is $10 and upon the
return of the seat $5 is refunded.
If the seat is needed longer,
~er ~ is a $1 extension fee which
:5 dtducted from the refund.
": hus far we have distributed
about 75 seats and we have over
200
available,"
Jacknik
reported.
Information about Project
Buckle-Up is available at the
Jackson
County
Health
Department at 684-3143.

Four incumbents are a_.long
nine people running for seals on
the Carbondale Community
High School District 165 School
Board.
Five seats are open, three
four-year terms and !wo twoyear terms.
Running for four-year terms
are Board President Robert E.
Brewer, incumbent Arthur A.
Black. Mic-hae.! Diamond. r..ih

Gerlach and Michael K.
Altekruse.
Incumbents Barbara Bennett
and Larry Young, plus Donald
Bohne and Linda C Brandon
are running for the two-year
terms.
Election will be Nov. B.
Board member Carol McDermott is not seeking
r.-election.

Carbondale's Original Deli
I

Fraa Lunch Dallvarlas

·..S
I!::.cak
.' 11 .. 1:30
549.. 3366

'

• Subs. Salads.
Quiche.

-

.

~

-

Printing Plant

5C COPIES
- ..hlle-you-_j'-seM~

• Theel. Copi... on
rag content paper·
6tovernight service.
• Mulli-page originals
must feed in
document leeder.

• Plain white paper
copi9S - olhe. paper
at addItional charge
• All sales taw:
included on above
prices

Sl9-3JlS

606 S, Illinois
C~rbond~le

,l:r

SIU Hil

Foundation

Jewish Student Organization

.w
. '
c

invites members of the SIU Jewish

community to attend
High Holy Day Servlc. .
Yom Klppur-Ko. Hid ... Service Fri •• Sept. 16.
5:45 p.m. Ballroom A Student Center
SIU students are invited to Temple Beth Jacob for Saturday
Yom Kippur service. 9:30 a,m .. and to a "break the 'ast" of
6 p.m.-Rides available

See my new Individual
designs/or Wedding
Rings

AllanStuck
5~2341

218 S. nlinois
High wire act

I buy o.r tradeJor scrap go.ld.

'cross

GTE·workers install a
cODDeCtloo'b-oi"-1ii
CarterviUe. The bOll: allows for more versatility in

Osborne Computer files for bankruptcy
OAKLAND. Calif. lAP) OsborTle Computer Corp.. a
piont!t!r in the portable computer market. has filed for
protf'chon from creditors under
,Chapter
II
of
federal
bankruptcy laws,
The filing Tuesday in
bankruptcy court in Oakland
came shortlv after Osborne was
sued for $4.:imillion by two of its
suppliers.

The 2 1 2 -year-illd company.
which has run into cash
problems because of delays in
getting its latest computer on
the market. laid off 300 of its
remaining 400 employees last
Friday,
The Hayward-based company
had said earlier this week that it
was not considering any filings
under the bankruptcy laws,

~++++~~++++4

-+-

HANGAR+-- :
..... , . & . .• .....7

+

''""
''+"'
, Friday Happy Hour

3:30-8:00
. . . SCHDrafts
~ 7S4 S,,.eclralls

No Cover

I

I

--

WITH OUR STYLES YOU DON'T
HAVE TO SHOUT TO BE NOTICEP

II 715 S. U.niversify
I (on the Island)

THE HAIR LAB

.
I'
(Bring This In For A Free Hair Ano YSIS)

___

529.3905
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Campus Briefs
BRIEFS POLICY - The deadllae
for CampD' Brief. Is noon twa
befcwe publica tieD. The llrief. m ..1
be lype,nIUen. and mD.' Inel.de
time. date. place and .pea.... of &lie
evl!llt alld the name alld telephone
nDmber of u.e perno 'DbmitdD,tlN!
IlHIl. Item, ....Id be delivere4 or
lII'dled la tile Dally ElypUan
newaraom.
Camm.nlcaUon,
Balldlq. Room IU7. A brIef.m lie
PDblilbed ance and only a •• pace
allows.

.Y'

LAtTER-DAY Saints Student
Association will meet at noon
Friday in the Thebes Room.
NATIVF PLANT Society will

~-::~;t 71I~.rr:te!':!~6e~ ~'!

Stannard will give a program on
lire
in
Illinois
prairie
ecosystems.
THE
JAPANESE
Assocication will meet al 7 p.m.
Friday in the Mackinaw Room.
SOPHOMORES AND Juniors
in Science may make spring
advisement appointments
Friday in Neckers A 160
JOGGING INFORMATION
on injury prevention. shoe
selection. nutrition and basic
physiology of exercise will be
given from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
o anrl Fr',days now
gh Oct. 19 in the Golf
m.

e

JESUS SOLID Rock Concerts

will present the Shelter Concert
at 8 p.m. Friday in Ballroom D.

TIME OUT alternative happy
hour will be held from 7 to 10
p.m. Friday in the lelevision
Lounge.

CAMPUS BEACH will close
Saturday until May 1984.
JACKSON
COUNTY
Historical Society will have
open house from noon to 8 p.m.
Friday and from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.
Saturday
at
the
headquarters in the basement
of 1401 W. Walnut St.,Murphysboro. The Society will
present the film "Maple Sugar
Farm" from 4:30 to 7 p.m.
Friday, from 3:30 to 6 p.m.
Saturday and from 2 to 4:30
p.m. Sunday
MEN'S ~mGBY Club will
play the team from Illinois
State University at 1 p.m.
Saturday, which is fan appreciation day, at the rugby
g!.t~~balf~~d. of Abe Martin

A Conternporary Market
for

INTl:RNATIONO\L BVFFET
dinner oVill be given at 5 p.m.
Saturday at the Greater
Gilles;JieTemple Church, 810 N.
Wall St. Admission will be $3.50
per person and S2 for children
under 6.

-dinnerware -cookware
-kitchen utensils -glassware -stemware
-notecards -stationary -giftwraps
-imported soaps -cosmestibles
-contemporary furnishings

'nIK LEAGUE of Women
Voters will have voter
l'f!gistration from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday at 1004 W.
Walnut 51.

Kaleidoscope offers good deSign in a
combinalion of beauty and function presented
In a relaxed atmosphere lor a pleasant
shopping expenence

ORIENTEERING CLUB will
sponsor a meet at noon
Saturday beginning at the
Campus Boat Dock. Beginners
clinic will be offered. Fees will
be 50 cents for members and SI
for nonmembers.

•

leidcvcope

OPEN HOUSE for the
National Association of Social
Workers will be from 5 to 7 p.m.
Sunday at 1703 Taylor Drive.
Persons who will .ttend should
call Barbie at 549-4609 or 5492161 "'riday for reservations.

Do You MI. Mom'. Su

Dinner.'

MUSLIM
STUDENT
Association will recite the Eid
prayer in honor of Eid-U1-Azha
at 9 a.m. Saturday in Ballrooms
B and C.

will meet at 7 a_m. Sunday to

The 0..1. Ha. Family Style Dlnnen
Ivery Sunday

practice. Anyone interested ·in
attending shouJd call Gillian
549-7075 for information on the
location

Fried Chicken with Six Side Dishes
Served In 8ottom'es Bow's

A BARBECUE wiD be held
from 1! a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday
at Bald Knob CrO$.". Alto Pass.

SOCCER OFFICIALS for
Intramural Sports should attend a meeting from 5 to 6 p.m.
Monday in the Golf Roon.

CARBONT'ALE ZEN Group

Serving llam-7pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Just L'-~. Hom.
. Adults

Staff directories to be published next month
By Sheila Rogers

Staf£ Writer
Students may be able to track
down their professors. teachers
or even the campus custodian
with the SIU-C Office and Staff
directory to be published next
month.
According to A.B. Mifflin.
director of University Graphics,
the 1983-84 directory will be
ready for distribution about
Oct. 15. "We're pretty much on
schedule," Mifmn said.
The directory is similiar to
the directory from last year
with updated information. The
front of the directory has office
listings. while the back has staff
listings, Mifflin said.
The directory lists the name,
home and campus address and
phone number, spouse name. of
all the U1~iversity staff members
as they prefer. For faculty
members, the highest earned
degree will be listed along with
titles for department heads and

!"'lon-sat 11~ •. t,

209 S iti,nOls
carbondale

highest rank for civ;) service
workers.
The service directory, which
can be found in the front of the
book. is to help people locate an
ofiice they are looking for. For
example, a person may be
looking for biko:! registration
information.
Bicycle
registration could- be looked up
in the service directory and
fol:owing it would be Security.
the office they need.
"The service directorv is for
new people who don't know
where to start calling." Mifflin
said.
University Graphics is
publishing the directory in
conjunction with Office of
Computing Affairs, Personnel
ServIce and Printing Service.
The directories are bought
from University Graphics by
Telephone Service. Telephone
Servlee then distributes the
directories to the offices and
then tacks {"Tl the cost of the
directorv ontn the office phone.

14."

bill, Mifflin said.
The directories will be
distributed to each office,
depending on the number of
phones in the office. One
directory will be given per
phone. Additional copies will be
on salr at the University
Bookstore and will cost about $2
each, according to Mifflin.
The cost of the project is
between $8.000 and $9.000.
Mifflin said. About 5,500 copies
are being printed.

,.r£\ PINCH PENNY m ~
~
LIQUORS
~
605 E. Grand lewis Park 529·~8
Hours·I!·l M·Th 10·2 F·Soll·l Sun

Beer'
$2.21
Mickeys

6 ok btls.

Bel!fmast!r's
FRIDAY NIGHT

FABULOUS SEAFOOD
FESTIVAL
Flown in fresh from Boston
Uve Whole Maine Lobster
King Crab Legs
Swordfish
Trout Almondine
Plus Much More!
Super Salad Bar with every entree.
Plus free oysters on the liz shell.
eservations not mandatory but if desire
call 985·8875.
New Rt. 13 Carterville.
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Augsburger

'"

Special
Export

$2.48
6pk btls.

$2.38
6 pk cons

$2.57
6pk btls.

Wines
$2.19
Cella
01: 750ml
$2.48
Real

Liauors
Seagram's 7 $5.52

Sangria

SmirnoH
Vodka

$5.24

Gilbey"
Gin

$4.33

Mascoutah $3.38
Zeller Katz 750ml
California
Cellars

Drummond
Bros.

$2.86
12pk btls.

mail i" c:oupon

Hamm'.

$3.99

1 Liter Corote

y~ $4.48
12 pk btls.

$4. 19

1.5 liter
(Chablis, Rase, Rhine.
Burgundy)

Paul
Masson

12 pk cons

750ml

Gallo

$2.76 :

ff.fI
$3.09

All 1.5 liters

750ml

750ml

Canadian
"'list.
Black
Velvet
Canadian
maif in coupon

Andre
$2.48
Champagnes 750 ml

Wine Tasting Bellagio
Saturday 2-6 p.m.
750 ml $2.62

750ml

$5.28
750ml

$10.52
-3.00

S7.52
1.75 Liter

Chinese crack down on crime;
say they've been 'too lenien('
PEKING (AP) - In a couple
of hours last month. 30
criminals were killed lit the
Peking execution grounds near
the Marco Polo Bridge. More
than 30 died in Shanghai. 40 in
Tianjin. 30 in Harbin. 40 in
Dalien. 43 in Xiam. 22 in Datong
and 12 at beautiful Beidahe by
the sea.
The deaths were proclaimed
with red checkmarks on
execution posters in major
cities to show that "the people's
enemies" had been Iiquidateo.
They are part of a nt'''' crackdown on crime in C/lina where
authorities no longer taik of
reforming serious criminals
and say they have been too
lenient in the past.
Since August, hundreds and
probably more than 1.000 people
have died, according to foreign
diplomatic sources, t:-:-"",iers
and an occasional local radio
broadcast.
China has set a quota of 5.000
executions by the end of October to culminate the threemonth crmade against crime.
foreign diplomats say.
These reports could not be
confirmed with Chinese officials. and a news blackout has
belm imposed on all large-scale
Iiq!liliations. But Chinese
travelers report the death quota
for the wide-()Vt:~. city of Canton
is 500.
Police and courts have been
given new powers and are urged

to "resolutely attack the enemy
so as to protect the people." The
maximum penalties specified
by law already have been
waived by the parliament for a
vague array of "seri:lt!!:" 01!!'nses.
The official pro$S is rill~ with
reports of scattered executions
for rape. robbery. embezzlement and theft of cultural
relics. In the ~st those crimes
often dre\\ prison terms.
Criminals are banished to
forced labor camps in desolate
Qinghai, famous for its salt
mines. Less serious offenders
ar.! stripped of city residence
and shipped off to the countrysilie.
CItizens are urged to become
vigilantes and neighbors are
urged to watch each other.
:~hina still claims it has one of
the world's lowest crime rates 7 to 9 incidents per 1O.1JtJO. But
China never publishes crime
statistics, and althougl-. open
trials are demanded by law,
foreign journalists never havE'
been permitted to attend any
trials, except pre-arranged,
model proceedings that are
complete with confessions.
Makeshift detention centers
have been sel up outside
Peking. The city's extensive air
ra H shelter system, hospitals
and schools have been used as
detention centers. according to
u)'l~onfirmed reports.
even the repudiated language

of "dass struggle." so popular
during the Cultural Revolution.
has been resurrected. so the
battle against crime has
becom!' a political struggle.
This stn.:ggle, invoking
imagE'S of past lawlessness, is
now being used to give

~~~~:N!~~ tJ::f~~~~~~e ~~ul~

appear a brutal police exercise.
foreign analysts say.
The Peking Daily has called
the crackdown "a struggle
between ourselves and the
enemy in the political field. We
should all have an unwavering
understanding of this idea and
should be highly vigilant."

The police should take the
initiative, "resolutely attack
the enemy," impose harsher
penalties than ever and
strengthen the dictatorship of
the proletariat. me newspaper
said.
Most current executions are
'Jreceded by brief trials. as
required by law. Frequently
tl:ere are mass rallies to
pronounce sentence. to jeer and
condemn the convicts.

"We need a realistk list of
priorities and an accurate
estimate of cost!:," said Nancy
Bandy, a higher education
studenc. about II proposal to
raise "tudent fees by $2 to pay
for repairs of athletic facilities
brought before the Graduate
and Professional Student
Council Wednesday.
Discussion of the proposal
was postponed until Sept. 28,
after Bandy and others called
for something "written down"
outlining who will decide how
the money is spent and which
fadllties are priorities. Bruce
Swinburne. vice president for
student affairs. was asked to
make a presentation addressing
these points at the council's
next meeting.
The GSPC' passed a resolution

AIM

supporting the establishment of
a $2 flat fee for the Students'
Legal Assistance Office.
Currentlv, the fees are
graduated so full-time students
pay more than part· time
students for the same access.
Students' attorney Betsey
Streeter said the proposal,
which also includes a 25-cent
increase in the fee. should
assure adequate funding to
continue services for "at least
the next three years".
The council also tabled a
motion to allocate $900 in unbudgeted funds from last year,
deciding instead to wait until
May in case of a shortfall. In
further action, the GSPC passed
resolutions supporting a voter
registration drive, more international food at the Student
Center, and the creation of a
GSPC presidential assistant
position.
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HIGH~. ~b
WORK WITH THE BEST
Be an engineering officer i"I the Ai' Force
The Ai' Force is forging a new frontier i"I
advanced technology.
If you have an electrical or aeronautical
engineering degee, you may quaIfy to
work with the best and receive aI the
outstanding advantages and opporUities
the Ai' Force offers.

Contact

MSgt. Denni. Yeager
Executive Drive
Fairview Heights. IL 62208
(618) 62~-3368
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year, semester
after semester,

the roI~ plan frun Fidelity Union Uk
hall been the m .... ' acr .. ptP<!. most popular lif.. insuranc ..
proll'ram on campu_ all o .... r Am.. rica.
Find out wh:

Many
prisoners
wear
placards announcing their
wrongdoings. They often are
loaded into open trucks and
paraded through cities where
the foreign press is not present.

GSPC representatives
discussed a constitutional
amendment which would
remove Graduate Council (the
faculty-student policy formulating body for the Graduate
School> delegates for nonattendance of meetings. The
amendment will be voted on
Sept. 28.
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··SHAPE YOUR BODY.
RESHAPE YOUR &.IfE··

GPSC to consider fee increase
By John Stewart
Staff Writer
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'KllUI. T_I....oadl. SH..

Da_ "~.(.E. Acrotks

INtRODUCING:

Barlnners classes tor PeC»le OWl" 40 liars
or 40 pounds.
Ir Thursday 10:00am. 2:00pm.
4:30Pm

ALSO:
STUDENT IATE-"J.SO __ . . . .

':001"':00",,

farf", Bird Aerobics
Tuesday Ir TbursdallS 6::!Oam

THfI"K YOO FOR HELPI"G MAKE
E·"IGHT II GREAT SOCCESS
Shawnee Trail.

Mark John,on

Ruthle',
Bath & Decor
710 Book,tore
Bley.r', Sportt

Randy Lacauna
Miller Brewing Co.
Jean Paratore
Joyce (raven

Halrbraln,
Plaza
Record,
McDonald',

PhoenlxCyc
Pep,l
OldTown
Liquors

Booby"

Adam', Rib

PCipa C',

LaRoma's

WIDB

Gold MIne

Pizza Hut

Burt'.
Intematlonal

•-"Ion.

J.C. lure'tan
Pan-A....rlcan
Imports

Jull. Pachoud

Arnold'.

"Marge"

Marke•

Longbranch

Kaleldoacope

Naomi Path_I
University
Bookstore

Leo Van
Dar.BoIch
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ALTO PASS:-- LOVELY 3
bedroom. frame home. fireplace.

~~. f~l~~i~~i:~d ~~~n~~:.

.. Clu.1fIed information Rates
.. 15 Wont MInimum

;,193-2900. 893-2340 anytime or

1974 P!NTO. 65,000 miles. Runs
~i:.ust seU. S3:.o or ~k1~i

m~~~u~a.I."~~ cents per word
Two DaYII--' cenh per W4J1"d.

pet"

tiM Oa,.-7 cent.

~J~: ~Jt!::f.·$f~7_~-fm

pet"

2482Aa22

Dayll-4 cnh

CADILLAC 1968. RUNS real good.
~~w parts, $250 01' ~f1~

":~

r:u ~ttdeMl

per word. per day.

pe~e::a. ~~or;. Day.-5

cents

• 72 CHEVY IMPALA.

~

BI832Ad22

NIC~ REMODELED HOME. Full
basement on cne acre in Anna.
~~i:~e~r::~d for qu~~~

1975 DODGE VAN, 3~. runs

dafi.ree or Four Day!1--8 cent., per
w;:!.-e':'ra

7t75 weekdays.

5

;~ILES

CAMPUS. 3 bedroom 2

~~~~~isl~~:'\%. ~.~. ~f'Js~h.

1976 FORD PICKUP. automatic.
PS, PB. stereo, "c·4sonable. S49477!' after 5 p.m.
Z491Aa20

The PaUy Egyptian unn« he
responsible for more than ene
day's incorrect InserUea. Advertisers are responsible lor

1978 FORD FIESTA 4-Speed. Air.

~si Jr~ ~24~D3 e~~~~~
1974 BnCl( 2-DR.

A~O.

CARBONDALE.

LOTS

JM)wer

2:a~i

OLDER 4 BEDROOM Home with

~:'Iy~r olc:r;o:dw~tP:.a::n~i

1975 CADILLAC SEDAN DeVille.
+dr .• full power, mint condition, 1984-4474.
2493AII21

:&.l=~s. A steal at $23'~iAC~

IIIJOD for eaneellation In &be nellt
day'l isslle.

1972 TOYOTA MARK II - Ell-

m:Xe:~rw~~t~:n'!~~~~

ute!" 6pm.

your ad. call 531-:I311 before 1%:10

~iR'el'=~!i

l!O33.

best offer. Cau 457-ti657, ev~~

f~~~~~~' wi:e~Ts~rt~l~

MUST SELL 750 Honda Motor-

~~~a~~. r~~.l:rfu!~~a~~~

~~~~~~,tf~~: t~~~~l

5087. a.m. or 457-7736 after~C22
I'

:h~ei. r~n~go03.i~7~B.tilJ.

2419Aa21

684-5430.

V. W.

RABBIT 1975. Rebuilt
;r~~~~r~k job. new~1~i

~~U:;~e~~~~'1~7~ew
Dashe~

2-dr., clean. and a steal at

~:OtisedallC~:.:~e James'BS:-~

::Opb~~:U:ila~~~'
, 69 CHEVY

C-I0~

ton, standard

~~=~~a~i~=:J.~

1971 ~PI0< LESABRE 4 door. air

~:ia~y!g$~~. ~~:I3 :r~~
5pm.

2448A2O

1973 VEGA STATION Wagon. 2

4:.7-2616 or 4:.7-5260.

2454Aa24

!~~m~~t,t~~?/m ~~ere!.b~:

529-2557. evenings. 2439Aa20

~~~.(behind Universitl~~

ATARI 400, 16K.
Program
recor er. Ba~!c, missile command, Aster",d, Black Jack...
instruction :>rograms. Two joy
stIcks, I-yr. ola. ftreat be~ner

~x~~~r7:~~~.' $300. ~4101~i
&"'

STEREO
SABIN AUDIO

10x50, NEWL Y REMODELED
wiih. large. bay window. un-

19~0

$l~.

HONDAMATIC 400. Low

::!~~le~ce~~~nditi~';l~
1975 KAWASAKI 900, Kerker

~~.Ha<:,~~~=·~~c~:~:f~

Hwy. 51, 549-3000.

,wOODSTOVE, AIR, new
~'Mh;~ town court. 1~~

197914x60 2 bedroom mobile home.
Central. air, utility shed, awning.

Wi~g~\\':1iIe :~~~~lot ~io':~:
Phone after 6pm, li29-2839.

2402Ae20

HOMETTE, 2-BR.. 12x6S
WIth expando. Excellent condition,
never rented. Shed. central air
console TV, roof antenna. cor:

1973 SUNSHINE, 2 bedroom
12x55. 549-1422 or li29-3920.
B2355Ae23

2442Ac23

1979 YAMAHA XS 400. With

~~:!~~~xc~Jf~Ji~~. ~~

0347.

2471Ac23

1977 .l~UZUKI. GS750. excellent
see to ap~~i1

:,o&.ti:..~t

1983 YAMAHA RXso MidnM,bt

=~e:'l~~~¥~~' ~J: .
YAMAHA.

(,ARBONDALE.

1978

:n"ll:g~~~lI~A~~e:Ond~~~~ .!.ft~

saddle bags and belmet. $800. 5491943.
Z498Ac24

Real E.tate
GRIZZLY ADAMS RANCH. 80
acres, on good road. 40 tiUable. 2
creeks. spnng. cave, bounded over
50 percent by forest preserve in
Pope County (45 miles from
Carbondale). Has 7 room house

;i:!:oo~.th t~er:g:~I~ 'W::!.eng;an~

available. Call collect (314) 2313533.
1780Ad20

2477Ae23

Miscellaneou.
BETA VIDEO FILM re •• tals.
Largest selection in southern

P~~~i8?t':S~~I~~~ec: :e~~
&~~~~~d~y~~7-~9~ lrrl~~

GOOD ASSORTMENT OF used
black .. white and color TV's. $65

~Iow

MONEY!
QUALITY
noise blank cassette tape

~~p') (ror m~~~eia:a1co=r!Wft

I :~~n~ ~~~I~:~:;;a~a:~~

i~~~( ~us20J.'~'1!r s:~~ ~or O:~a
handling charge). ~Iigan

residents add 4 percent sales fax.
To order; Send name. address, and
check or mon~ order made

. ......

'NAD
H ... LIIt
JVC

MITSHUIltlHI

......

SONY

lICHNlCI

"_tia

OPEN SUNDAYS

Coli before coming 6M-3771
UUlou.II.t.

A·I "LEVISION

RENTAL
SALES
REPAIR
T.V. RENTAL $4/wEEK
SALE ON ALL NEW ZENITHS
USED COlOR T. V.·S FOR SALE
Sl60.ooUP
T.V. REPAIR FREE ESTIMATES
715 S. ILLINOIS AVE.

0157·7"

SEE US FOR

Apple, IBM & Osborne
MicrocomputeR
ALSO

book., .uppllea...rvIce. I<olnlng.
ASK US HOW YOU CAN
NOW HAVE AN APPLE FOR
AS UTIlE AS S90.oo A MONTH

L:RO COMPUTE'!]

eAi=~:.-""t~;;'~"M"'U
. . ,p.. ,.........

'll!~,'''.I2I;-'

,JI4!iI!ol.-:2'il

, • SPIDER WEB. " BUY and sel

DOBERMAN
PUPS,
AKC
registered. 2 males. 2 females.
Black-rust. shots. $60 " $65. 1-98:.-

:egl~w;:~~r;.r~.antiqae~~~
OFFICE TYPEWRITER.
SPERRY-Remington.
SRI01.
excellent condition. 2~lements.
$300.. 529-2313 days. 457-0260
. evemngs.
B2332Af20

:~1si.ai~~~F month.~~2s

2-BDRM. TOWN HOUSE style.
very near campus. stove and
ref!'1gpratnr f'lrn:~hed A-C. V€!"'j
~!df:n:yi~eCall a.v5a7~7ia35b~eor si2m9:
sm.
'
B-2306Ba22
CARTERVILLE
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS. Furnished
water paid. SllO-month. 1m:

~r~~~d~\~~I~t R~~t.a~t·

NICE, NEWER. TWO bedroom.
next to campus. Furnished. 516
South Poplar. A·C, all electriC.
:.29-1368.
B2470Ba28
UNFURNISHED APARTJl.tENT
NEWL Y decorated, quiet. 2
bedroom. Professional SI'1!li <lr
=~~. Near Carbondal~479~~
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM.
Very close to campus. $2J3.month
plus utilities. For one or two
people. Lease. no pets. 549-1639
ute!' 5pm.
2516B828
NEW 4 ROOM apt .. asrliances.

foa:~;t!18h'r!:.::~r~I~~!~.s:

bUSiness or grad students. $2:.0,
684-4088. •
2:.01 Ba22
Now Renting for Fall o"d Spring.
Efficlencie: "nd , b.droom apt•. No
pets. la.... dry faciliti••.

1Iyn",1'"
(2 bl.... '"'"' Compus)
51 . . . . . .11....

549-2454

U7-7941

PARK TOWN APTS
CAl!IONDALE

""""re

prof...ionaL

Il00+ .q. ft. in 0 2 bedroom apart.....t. Air. mrpeted. pallo or balcony
Image. Lighted. off-I,r..t parking.
..,...rate lockable storage. cobl.
TV. ~ocoted behind Corbon.1al.
Clin'c. S350/mo. Now.howing.

Woodruff Services
457-3321

WITM THE APPU: CREDIT PlAN.

Pet. & Supplle.

1852Af21

407

Apt. 504 S. Rawlings. Available

P......:t for

~~Y&bl,~~ I:i. 7;5ew~eiln~r~g:·
Pontiac, MI 48053.

a-BEDROOM FURNISHED.

KINWOOD

Y.. MAH..
",*llr
H...... N/
..
K ..IOON
UC..
NAK .. MKMI
....DO
.. ND MANY OTMIII .... .,DS

:'?~u~~;~~hop.1X:l~~%
SAVE

.......

51" oN
HINdoi T_ ...I.

~~.nf.·m~r~~ ~eOr t:ea~~

YAMAHA 125 ENDURO. For salf'.
C.l1l45NiS35 after 5pm. 2458Ac20

!:~I~!~C~~~~i~n~iii~b. ~flir

AKAI ....-lIftfL ....... In .t.... .

1~3

4990.

5pm. or one wt.""k..~..l! 684-3652.

All 1'. . . . . . . .1..

B23lOAe32

bar. Excellent condition $1495
4:.7-543:..
24KAc20

, 78 FORD FIESTA
h'te 4....M 1975 YAMAHA RD35O. Tuned ...
radio, :'lew tires, SI~. Prfre;r' rea~ $SC!O. Valerie 453-2265 days.
~;;. A. D. A. book. 549-3106. 549- ~ mghts.
2520Ac21

:::: ~~~~ern:r,~!~,:~sb~!::'
console automatic shift. $575. Can

FOR SALE: CHEAP reasonable
living quarters. 10xao, 2 bedroom
furmslied house trailer. Good
cordition. Call 4:.7-24:.9. 1917Ae21

BETA VCR RENTAL. Carbondale Video Films. 1182 East

~J.._'-/_

1980 HONDA CB751lK Dohc Vetter
f!lirin" trunk, new header and
=7:.5.ell kept. $200, n~~

2423Aa21

i,:ic\e

!~r.g5:~~, ~~~~l m=Iia~

~~=:::::=::=::::::::::::~=~ ~1~·. Across from neBJt~~3'o
Electronics
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED

~t!nJ.;~D:J!ile Hol~,b~~~t>i

1974 Tt YOTA CORONA Station

74 CHEVY STATION Wagon.

:n°cho~n:~e.lP=~

air

1979 HONDA cxaoo Custom with
helmet. 8,000 miles, like new. 5291329, leave me5Sdge.
23:)!Ac20

2385Ac21

'

bedroom.'

J&J Coins In S. 111457-6131

w.'1 beat...., IIIb In town

2398Aa2a

MAVERICK 1976. FAIR condition

2

FURNISHED 1-2 BEDROOMS

For Anything Of
Gold Or Silver
CoI.... J.w.lry.C. . . .1..... Ue.

~:r~~~~ th~~~nst~~g~~~~~
f~~~~~, t1~e~I~~.p~i~~~

1974 KAWASAKI: 2:.0 Enduro low
miles. call 529-4097. between 8:0010:00 a.m.
2334Ac20

~~~e~lI~~~lh \~~.mb~~9- ~:~~~~~,t~~.,::~~lent

good tires. npw battery. 4:.7-4012.

str:s~ed.

1

MotorcycI . .

Excellent

1972 OPEL. $170. 529- :953. 2427Aa20

1801Ae.20

FOR RENT

Apartment.

INSTANT CASH

w,wJl

1967 VW BUG. Needs work. $500 or

carpeT

'77 FORD MUSTANG - Am-Fm.
air. excellent condition. best offer.
2316Aa20
Must sell. 549-6884.

:~~. ~::~r4~.caUY g~~

~~'teaJ: ~~~~.

2

fenced yard. Can stay o.r. same
ine=sive lot. Pets OK $5500
~~~!n..great condi~4As:t 549- 9.
1892Ae2i
RENT TO OWN Jl:8r' ot :rOOf rent
1972 CHEVY IMPALA, Automatic. goes to purchase older 2 3 bedroo
Good Condition. $575. 549-7223.
12 wide mobile home with
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2a26_Aa22
_ _ air. dishwasher. 529-3563. 1893Ae21'

1979 ARROW GT. 40,200 miles, air,
/:wer brakes, new tires. Must see
Sc:8Pa'f~;~,300 or ~::io

3480.

12x56

~ vinyl top aixl black interior.

2219Aa29

1981 AMC CONCORD. 6-<:ylinder.
stereo. power steerinll. and

Moilil. Hom••

1975 FIFTH AVENUE

lfrl
fu~~~ee~If~:<ii r~~o,~!w
brakes, tires. Light green w-dark

MUS-fANG. 1980. Four speed four

~J:de~.~t~: b!~a:;ner.~::

2394Aa20

SDortln, Good.
1980 HOBIE CAT 16' sailboat.
Excellent condition, some extras .
S2100. 54~8135 after 5pm.
BI862AJt21

an~m~~~~~~.ncl ~[t~

FOR SALE. WASHER and dryer
. Sears. $17~pr. 549-1618. 2513A£25 '

2503Aa2S r So. 51, close to campus, S6000 4:'7-

AutolllOlIlI. .

$38OO-best. 4:.7-4408.

2%7Aj20

WURLITZER 64-KEY ELECTRIC
~ano. good. IConditionuJ.reat for

2284Aa20

1976FORDLTD, call 457-S057.

FOR SALE

~e:c~Il~~fP~:cfi~o:.' ~m -:non::

~~Is~'-f::'~s L!~e:ia~t~~~o~~

~!~it~~\ i~~prtai~~I~~.rskW~t~~

ff:OO~c~F~~. ent COZ495~2s

must he
paid i::; advance exc:: for those
accounts with establiShed ~t.

2393Aa20

I

~ s~~~:YS~~~cbatreryour
C'
II
E
U
ndi .

.~t~~ bro a~r,~~I\l!'ena~~a~ru:!

1978 PONTIAC GRAND Prix. AMFM casse .'e. A-C, tilt, bucket

1-

~I!::r ~f~io~o:ee~,:~a::r.

the rate applicable for !he number
of insertions it appears. There will

4697.

Across from Credit

WITH

~k::s~~~.steenr.g.

advertiser whldl leun &be value
of the advertlse"'eot will be ad-

A~~Mm~e:se~t~~~ ~1~iLmf:t .

brellas Phone 687-2505.

mrfc~~~~~~ a~l~ea~i~~~r~

:::,;:,~tt:1.~::r:- ~4A:

~~l= n~v::~:Ite: : :

1979 DATSUN 310. Metallic blue
ex(,ellent condition. like new:

Condale.

AUTO-NtKK(lR lens.
and
7Smm
Vivitar

2490Aa20

~;M'l:! ~~t~~e~s~t ~o;.:

'80.

Camera

FIREWOOD OAK'" Hickory.

pI,Iblication. Anytlting procesSed
after 12; 00 noon wiU go in f('Uowing
dl;y's publication.

MAZDA 625,

2483Ah23

200MM
SOmm

987-2468 or 1-987-2844>. after:.&~5

59,000

~~~I\:~ 8;~Sf~i:sl_::'~~9. pair.

have for sale excellent used

~s~~set~\dt~n1~a~~~g~i~~

Po~~·::.onday thru ~;WU~

l~l1Ad:tl

PARAKEETS.
MARION
GREEN $8.00. Green breeder.

THE NEARLY NEW A consigmnent-resale shop, Acc~ts for

~~~:~~t50n.l~~cl~.in

All Classified AdvertiSiM, must

2574 after :':30pm.

KEEP KOOL CHEAP Air conditioners. 500Il BTU HOV $65, 10 000
BTU $135, 14,000 BTU 220V Si35.
23,000 BTU $195. CallS29-356J
1891A121

6803.

2379Ah20

DOG OBEDIENCE CLASSES.
Novice and advanced. Mur~Sboro Park District. f.:MA~O

COUNTR,. PARK MANOR
EFF-SI35
I-Bed. $160
9 & 12 month contracts.
30 day contracts 0150
available.
All with Privale 80th.
A/C. and Kitchen Foe.
Newly Remodeled
Slightly higher.
NO Deposit with
Approved Credil.
Call 529-1741

SICURITT PATROLLED

"'low taking Foil and Spdng CI,nt,.octi
for .Hieiencl••. I bedroom ond 2 bed·
room apt. 3 blockslrom Campus. No
pets.
01... WIlI1._. -.nt.l.
'lOS. Un,....,ty
45'.7M1

,.'·'45.

Hou•••

MAKANDA TWO
house. $200. 6&Hj274.

BEDROOM
B2199Bb28

!~EID!or:~"!~rC.' g:nrr:.~
:~~Tt:drrn~' cfo:!IYto f~~C~~e:{

Malibu Village or Southern Mobile
Homes, Phone 457-3321, 1240monthly.
2328Bc28

NO DEPOSIT. TWO bedroom,
furnished, AC, gas heat, new
drapes, stonn win(Jows, .... mUe
from campus. Rl'aJ clean, 549-4777.
2396Bc2S

MALE

ROOMMATE NEEDED
Garden Park A~t8 .•

ur~ently!

~~ti~~: i:fJ.:. electri~:!k
A LADY WITH class to share my 2
bedroom home on N. Carico.

FEMALE ROO1\1MATE WANTED, near campus. $125.;:=

Spm.
DR.

HOMEFINDERS WILL HEU' you
fiild a renlal' For free service call
529-5252 or 529-3866. DiviSion of
Diederich Real Estate, B2399Bb35

~~r::~~g~f~f.d.

or457~167.

Fn~~t~:~~t~~4 ~°tal~~. 0

~~!'3~O:~~M~:OO~ar~~:re:

B2461Bb24

529-1539
Now R.ntlng For Fall

.... aa.. to CcnpuI
.-bedroom: 212 Hospllal Dr.. 809
W. College. 303 S. Fclrftt 405 S.
.......... 405 W. Cherry
3-bedroam: 4011 W. Cherty. 5111 S.
......rage
2·bedrootr.: 406 C..... ry Court

w.

1841C21

BARTENDERS,

ROYAL RENTALS
Apartments
Mobile Homes
Furnished & Air Condo
No Pets

457-4422

FREE BUS
TOSIU
.llJundromat
• CABlEVISION
• 1 or 2 baths

.$145-$360
Only 2 mii••
North of Campu •.
Si"9IeRates

Avallabl.

have more

5ft-1012

SH-JIM

Mobil. Hom••
TRAILERS CLOSE TO campus,
Still a few Jeft $12S to S250. Don't
waste money, can us, ~Bc21
RENT TO OWN part of y'our rent
goes tooCurchase 2. 3 beiiroom 12

~t\\'!!s~l:. ~~~.th ca~Ca-1
SMALL Ql'IET PARK. 12x60,
newly remodeled, two or three
bedrOom furnished or Infumished,
ca~ted. anch'Jred, und~inned,

~1 or-~ro~~rry

no

Bi7~~

z.°naf!.~r~M2 t~~=d
universi~

~~~.

Iial\. 6 blocks from
0 pets. $185 ~~~

FALL, CLOSE TO campus•. extra
nice, 2-bedroom, furnished,
private setting. 549-48011. 2240Bc29
TWO BEDROOM TRAILER.
~~, aoC, no pets. LeaseB~~

......,.......

...... .-.ALL
MALIBU VILLAGE
MOBILE HOME PARK
SOUTH & EAST
HWY 51 S. 1000 E.
PARK ST.
CALL 529-4301
OR COME BY
B:3O-5:oo M-F
PRlas START AT "65

Room.
~~~!.cbMi~~ssi~Y~J.egt!~
BWCKS OFF campus. WellI TWO
kept, furnished rooms a1 312 W.
College, 684-5917,

529-~'2~~'

I----------------------1
.roommat ••
~£fIe T!'~e:.~!e~~
pets. 549-5596 after 5 p.m
S2297Bc33

NEED ONE FE:MALE roommate
to share nice 3 bedroom house. Call
54!H759.
2349Be20
FEMALE SUBLEASE NEEDED
to share nice house with three

oIr conditioned mobile ......... at
SoutNm .... Malibu pork•. 1285-13101
Ma. . . . . ' - " - ...............

rri~er. ~.2'~~rr.r~:tS~~~~
B~

SouthlilinoisAvenue.

Willli:!n~ nO~~:ne:::ryMa~Ke:~

SHARE

~:tt~.!~~t\1ft~~ gJl~;o

7015 after 5 pm.

2434Be20

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED
For a three bedroom house.

:'~~~-dPo~riiu:&l! ~24~~igb2436Be20

UPDATE YOUR WARDROBE.
Expert tailoring and alterations,

~~~Ie~~ r;;t0r~~~~8n~~~~
pant legs and lapels, replace
bems, etc. The ~Iteration

Zi~rs,

~::Sal:'2~~i03f Mam'l~t~
STOR-N-LOK

MINI

c~~S:~~kYAlI j~g!i~~e ~ra~~~:
~lity

work, Reasonable rates.
2109E26

EXCELLENT

KARIN'S NOW OPENS at new
location between Little Grassy and
Devil's
Kitchen
Lakes .

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT
Makanda
wanted
by
quadriplegic (or weekdays, 451.
4779 before 8 p.m.
B2487C25

~~,ti~~'to~~:::r=lisbY~~'
~~~l~~d ~~':!~n:opickUp
2258E30

In

MARKET
RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS.
Marketing
students or those interested in
marketing research spend a

LOSf. BROWN LEATHER Purse.
Contents: Social Security. ID.
Driver's License. Lost last week at
University 4 Theatres. Finder

r:ea:et~tu~o~~ ~~dq~~~\~~s

asked. Saleha, 457·7186 or 457-;;&84.

245~20

LOST: TAWNY COLORED Kitten
near Monroe st. Please Call 54982.qo.
;l475G2O
GRA7'EFUL DI!:AD BOOTLEG.
Greek Theatre ta,Pe lost Tuesday

~Fe~~~r~~.and Th~~20
ENTERrAf

MENT

~Wdre~~W'~r~:it!~~
2022133

HAYRIDE PARTIES! SCENIC
hayride and bonfire fun ror all
~~e~OOfbeats. 457-4370. ~~~

o~~~~

~~~1te!~ca~rl~~~. f°isl[g;

2397G2O

457-4370.

FEMALE DANCERS AT Chalet in
Murrvhysboro, $5.00. g:r h~ur.

SMOKERS WANTED. IF you
smoke Marlboro. Winston. Camel,
Raleigh. Viceroy or any other filter
cigarette and are interested in
participating in a market research

1668.

HORSEBACK .. OING! TRAILS'

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO read
for blind student 2·hours a week.
Cris, 536-7704 ext. 30, 549-17~48sC21

~~~~ person, for

lOST
BEIGE DOG. MALE. Short hair.

MAN'S WA TCH. GOLD Face and
Lizard Band. Saturday nig:Jt.
Oakland-Mills area. Reward. 4574958, 529-5711.
2468G22

:::;:~n~~~.haUling, 21~~

2464C22

WANTED TO BUY or ' , rent":
f~~tO(S) of Sal Mineo. C~~.j

TERM
PAPERS,
-'HESES,
Dissertations. resumes, report

~~J;~~fh~·o,;;~te~nc;a:.rf~~

1-9B5-J.l17.

WANTED
BROKEN
AIR.
CONDITIONERS or running. We

t::d!~.P. Call 529-5290 for~~~

;!~~i~r:i ~~etw,rI\W~si~~~1 ~~

B&B LANDSCAPING, AREA.
Home &. business. Outdoor

~~~.?iv~'E:lrS2s-~~b!~

----~-~

WANTED

many sizes available, low monthly
rates, For more info caU. 529-1l33.
BI953E23

BARTENDER,

2415C23

CHARTER BUS AVAILABLE
46 PASSENGER

ZIMMER CHARTIIt & TOURS
CALL .15-6.35

Marion. Now open &. acce~ting
~~~tions ages 6 wks t~873~i

457-7026.

EARNINGS .

I La!
r __======::::::ii5~

~:!:~e~~~~bo':la~NT60P~

~~'1~~~~.Girardea~f'l:~
WAITRESS,

Call: A-l MoIIII. Home
hnle.54...... '

FOR GROUPS & ORGANIZA TlONS

SALESPERSON.
TO
SELL ~~:~t:nt~t~all ~~~e;:ik~~
electronic typewriters, copiers.
HANDYMAN- PAINTING,
calculators &. word 1II'0cessing I THE
glazing, plumbing. electrical,
~~ment in Illinois. Exr;rience

CATCH THE BAGEL Bonanza,
TYPING, FAST. ACCURATE,
very reasonable, 21 years expenence. 549-4775.
24)1jE21

~~~ r!'~{~~~1 ~A. $~~
teed. Lacquer $250. side m~ngs,

~~~I~'~~§t%~F~~ ~~::~,!' ii~~

:m::~iro 8ii~c~r:~a~rt ~h~r
s.
2221129
ANN

NCEMENTS

r!~~~57=~::~lri~~~~:
for appointment of infonna~~~E36

BECOMING CATHOLIC: A Faith
Journey. Process begins September IS, 7:30 p.m. Newman
Center, 529-3311.
BI803J2O

r;:i~b~~Jt~~ening hour:sl::~

TYPING - THE OFFICE. 409
West Main Street. 549-3512. 2431E36

DR. WHO HAS landed in the
Carbondale area. orficial Dr. Who

GO-GO DANCERS AND Bar~aids, Immediate openings at the

NEED A PAPER typed? IBM
Selectric. Fast &. accurate.
reasonable rates. Guaranteed 110
errors. 549-2258.
2455E37

S. T. A. R. Inc Rf. 2, Box Ill.
Mulberry Grove. 1162262. 2446J22

~~~e~t dilfs~~~~tP~~~~~y'a

:ft~~~~::'k~:r.Y82sT~i~

Carbonilale. Strictlrlegitimate

~~ne!t~IN~_~.· AJ2~~d:

fb:;.i'A~e et!~~~tn~o~ngt;~~
:~~ att~~~nsFt:rlt, in3~~~
D1inois, Car:,ondale.

B25I0C24

EARN $500 OR more each school
year. Flexible hours. Monthly

f:~::sntJ~~u~l~ ~~S~~lfs~
Prizes awarded as well. Il00-526-

~~

mm3.

SERVICES OFfERED

DAVIS
CONSTRUCTIONANYTHING from a hole in )IllUr
roof to whole new house. InsUred,
references, free estimates. 457.

a

8438.

0965E38

=~JW,sec.a:,n~~~~~~:r ~i~~WrGsea~~t~~s~~ TI~~~{

:O::~:m'.ation caD APril~tc~
MATURE FEMALE.

CA. . . . . .U. Sou....... Hospitality
at woodruff Ma...........t. Coli 4573321 for your choice of 3 bedroom.

necessary. On job training for
bartenders anI! management
positions. Must be 18 years of age

FLORAL DESIGNER. MUST have

by appointment. Phone, 54=~

TWO AND THREE bedroom
mobile homes. Furnished and airconditioned. Reasonable. Glisson
Court, 616 E. Park.
2304Bc22

WAITRESSES,

A-' - - . U HOMI IIIIYICI
Tune up your
gas or electric furnace for
winter. All model furnaces In
Carbondale area $25.00.
Also
Cool Sealing Speciol on all
size single wide, $100 installed

I. AIM DESIGN Studio _ gannents
designed. clothing constructed and
~!rr~~n~~~~ and I~~~

~ali ·..·\v~t~~~:st:.~ ~~~~r ~A~~n~~~'selrst~ag;~ifs~
part-timp.
No
experience

Square, Murphysboro.

• 2 or 3 bedrooms

If you cIon't Ilk. " ' - .

coli.

I797E20
SOOT MAGIC-:-C-h-im-n-ey

----------

LADIES EARN THAT extra income with House of Uoyd World's
largest toy .. gift part~ comrW;'

3-BDR. UNFURNISHED HOUSE.

$390

B2469B125

HElP WANTED

~57_~a:hB~~&:t5917. 529-3836,

THREE & FOUR
BEDROOM

<;[2~fi4

ft~om:J~I~:t ~';:!~S~r;e'457~1A~

~~k~~Sf~~;~~:;!?h~! ~~6

1~w~~~ J{~~·s. (wes~~~~~

13

Mobil. Hom. Lot.

2429Bb21

~~~I~gi:~lciber °lneLoc~::~~

t"l'

:~3i~':J:a~uU7~~e Mo~_~dJ', ~~~

~ir:~ace~o~~c~~n~~~f~!S

LARGE SHADY LOTS,pets
welcome in Raccoon Vdlle~ Rent

~r:SionarO~ri~. ,,::s~~~I-

THREE BEDROOM ONE person
needs two more. $109.50 ;Jer ~n
includes heat and wa~er. Furnished. One bedroom available

244lOBe22

cleaned. Certified &. Member of
2-BDR.
UNFU RNISHED ,N. C. S. G, Carterville 985-4.:65.
DUPLEX. New ca~t and paint
1741E20

MURPHYSBORO. 4 BEDROOMS.
1', baths, family room. new

MURPHYSBORO. FIVE ROOM
house. No £t5 .• 190 per month.
~:OO week~~Bb22

physboro, II 62966. (618)549-8217.
evenings.
1775E2O

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL. AUTO
~ainted and vinyl
S350. Paint

Duplexe.

684-5000, 8:

~~r!~~s wr)~nJ::'!!W..r,t· ~~er~

~~~I~~e1fI .!tu:~~s~5~~42~ka~t~

7pm. '142.50-monthly.

THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED
or unfurnished. Close to sru. $420.
529-1539.
B2244B b30

$65().mo. 529-1801.

NEED VISA? MASJ'ERCARD?
Everyone elig:ble. Fees and

tr.;ces. 1182 East Walnut (behind

Mr:!nV:;:~lida~~~v-~~afn1~;"

AUTO REPAIR. QCAUTY work.

Low rates. 9 005. CaD 457-6597.

2528E2O

:rl~8dr~~' :~~ ca~~~fO::~~

ECKANKAR PRFn<;ENTS FREE
lecture series, Sundays,

~ublic

Jf~ki~8~~ aWo~~t'o~5t~tul!e~i

Center.

call .IIITH••GMT
F.... p .....oncy testi"9
I confidential osololanc.

2489J26

AUCTIONS & SALE:;

"'9-27"

Monday and Friday 12Noon.4pm
T....day 12Noon-3pm
and Thu
9am-12Noon

I ••WIIA.
+cr~~!~
EthiCS
liturgr

Theology

Scripture
Spirituality

Course Descriptions

atoll
Religious Centers
.IGISTltA'1ON
Now til Sept. 16
otthe

NEWMAN CINTER
529·3311
715 S. Woshington

CARBONDALE, 908 E. Cindy
Clothes up to size 20. Householil

~~d'l~~~.ari?~' 8a~~
Daii y l'::gyptian. 'Septem~r

16-:' 1983,
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AUCTIONS &

SALE~

Today's puzzle
ACROSS
, So« minerals
6 Kilchenware
10 Chapeau,
14 Separated
15 Vocal
16 Dill herb
17 OK inSIde
out
19 Girl's name
20 0' the
flrs'man
21 Salt pork
23 Jimmy
25 New' pre'
26 Curve
27 PmnaCle
29 Biblical boy
31 Flatfish
33 Part
to be
34 Tol.... ated
38 Canines
40 Bakery .terr.
42 Playa uke
44 Eddo
45 Bedaub
47 Tille
49 Wickedness
so Plat
52 Milk nuiCIs
53 FOOt part
54 - mater:
brain

WASHINGTON IAPl
Femmists charged Thursday
that a former Reae'!n speechwriter's claim that rape is a
"cherished fantasy" for ",omen
reflects the "cheerful, stupid
insensitivity" that has cost
President Reagan the support
of many women.
Aram Bakshian Jr., who
resigned as the president's chief
speechwriter two weeks ago,
said the feminists' criticisms
are
ridiculous
misinterpretations of his review of a
!)oak on romantic fiction.
Under the headline "Two
Cheers for Rape," Bakshian's
article in the current issue of
National Review magazine
praised the book. "Endless
Rapture: Rape. Romance and
the Female Imagination," by
Helen Hazen.
"She has written a funny.
insightful. slightly disconnected, but mostly sensible
little book about the question
Sigmund Freud asked but could
not answer: What do women
want?" Bakshian wrote.
Talking about themes in some
romantic novels aimed at
women readers. Bakshian
wrote:
FREEBIES
"Rape, especially. seems to
FREE KITTENS, 2 all white, 1 strike a deep instinctive chord
in
millions of female readers, a
'~~IOn~~:c~~~~,. ~~~lN~{- cherished
fantasy that is not
confined to air-headed bits of
RIDERS WANTEO
fluff or frustrated dowds."
That line angered some
CARBONDALE TO ST. Louis
feminists.

$18.25: Carbondale to Spri!Jgfield.
IT. $18.10: Carbondale to Chicago
Carbondale
to

$3170;

~~~!:l~~~tr~dia~~~~i~; ~~:

457-4144.

21441'51

RIDE ' , THE STUDENT Transit"' to Chicago and Suburbs. Runs

every weekend. Jw;t 51... hours to
Chicagoland. Departs Fridays 2
~., Returns Sundays. Only $39.75

in ad~!~fei(J5~~h~~h~sedeg~
ll~.~~ ~'~Od1:iu~S~ilk"e~R!~~I~

purchased up fo three weeks in
advance. TiclCet sales outlet at 715
University Ave. on ' , The
Island", open Mon. thru Thurs'l
10:30 am - 12:30~ and 3:e,m -II
~1~day 10: am - ~:2-l~

S.

ffErmHAJ

KEITH

HA'" %111

EDa MIKE

Puzzle answers
are on Page 3

DOWN
1 The 0 Ha'a
home
2 ErT'ulated
3 Pendant
4 liqueur
5 Attempts
6 Luau lcod
7 Eyes
8 Hawl<'s nail
9 Veered: var
10 Healthy
11 Oldwomanish
12 Divulges
13 Respites
18 Fragrances
22 Vessel

240"9· nS
27
28
30
32
35

Devours
Carriage
Abrasions
Stake
Sand
mounds
37 NewVork
.trait
38 Small group
39 Sharpen
41 Beret" Skin
43 Bog
46 Pro48 AIber1a-

Te:.as
spreads

51 Went by
54 Ale servIngs
55 Toughen

56 Mary or
Lady -

58 Meantime
60 Wear
62 Big Ita.ian
name
bene
65 ShOf1letler
66 Layout
69 Triumphed

63 -

"The confusion of rape with
romance is an outrage," said
Judy Goldsmith. president of

Photogenesis accepts entries
for. third annual photo show
Ry James Freeburn
Student Writer

Photogenesis.
the
undergraduate student
photography organization. is
accepting prints for it third
annual traveling show.
""Anyone in the Southern
IUinois area is eligible to submit
prints," said Greg Stroub.!,
president.
A maximum of five prints are
due at 5 p.m. Sept. 26 and will be
juried by Ken White. assistant
professor of Photography at the
St. Louis Community College on
Sept. 29.
"White will pick the prints for
the ShOW," S!.!Id Stroube. "lIe
will go through all the entin'S
until he gets it down to about
SO."

IWW $£COlI' MlNW81$AJf(
KATHY rtTTH AK
IfIt'E At»'A~

0'

mem'=':ane
57 Span'
59 More
reasoned
61 Opportunely
64 Econ'Jmlze
67 Screwballs
68 WInter tool
70 Run
71 Out pre'
72 Dropsy
73 Witherat::
74Seni,."
75 Bo,wood
tree

Prints may be turned in at the
Cinema and Photography office
in Communications 1101 between 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday. There is a $3
entry fee for all five prints.
Prints must be mounted on 8
by 10, II by 14 or 16 by 20 mats.
Entries should be labeled on the
back with the entrant's namp,
address. phone number. II}
number and the title, medium
and selling price of the work.
Wor:;s not for sale should be
labeled NFS.
Prints not accepted for the
show will be returned immediately. Prints accepted for
the show will travel with the
exhibition throughout the state
and will be returned sometime
in May 1984. A tlS award will be
presented for the best show
. entry.
BesidES jurying the show,
White will exhibit work in the
Cinema and Photography
Gallery in Communications 1107
from Monday through Oct. 14.
He will give a lecture on his
work at 7:30 p_m. Sept. 29 in
Lawson 141 to which the public
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Two women report assault

is invited.
Rob Weaver. instructor in
photography and graI?hic
design at SIU-Edwardsville.
will lecture at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 19
in Lawson 101. His work will be
exhibited in the Cinema and
Photography Gallery from Oct.
17 through Nov. 11.
Photogenesis will meet at 5
p.m. Wednesday in Communications 1122.
"Photogenesis is dedicated to
the advancement of the
photographic arts. in Sout~ern
Illinois," he said. BeSides
sponsoring
lectures
and
exhibits of area photographers,
Stroube
said
that
the
organization will meet to have
instructors in the department
present their work or to
demonstrate
photographic
prOCl'SSes. "A number of things
are possible:~ he said.

A 24-year-old Carhondal~
woman reportt:d a battery to
SIU-C Security Wednesday
which occured Sunday afternoon while she was jogging
around the campus lake.
She said five or six black
males, aged 13 to 15-years-illd,
appr'oached her on bicycles
while she was jogging and

grabbed parts of her body,
pohce said.
The incident occured at 6:30
p.m.
The woman called police at
4:30 p.m. Wednesday. saying
she wasn't harmed during the
incident but wanted to report it
so police can patrol the area
more heavily.

Woman battered on jog trail
Two female SIU-C students tracks started throwing rocks at
reported to SIU-C Security an them and yelling obscenities,
assault which occured at 12:20 police said.
a.m. Thursday.
.
One of the women said a large
The two students told polIce
they were jogging along South rock missed her head by inches.
Police said they have no
Washington Avenue near t~e
security office when three whIte suspects and could find no one
males standing on the railroad fitting the descriptions.

FRIDA Y-SATURDA Y
TJ's TWO DIMENSIONS OF

ROCK & ROl.l.
Small Bar:

.TV

RlKk

Lo'9.B~~.

Videos_

Screen

THE
~~ CLUES
Sunshine In the
. .erGarden
.TV in The Small Bar

Somit wants further study

Priority report inconclusive
Patrick Williams
Starr Writer
By

After over five months of
studying the recommendations
of the SIU-C Non-Academic
Program Priorities Committee,
President Albert Somit's office
has generally found a need for
more study.
The committee delivered its
final report March 31, outlining
whether the University should
enhance, maintain, reduce or
eliminate state funding for
programs that do not generate
credit-hours, or combine the
programs. The administration
issued its responses Sept. 13.
The
original
report's
suggestions included reducing
state funding for intercollf?giate
athletics, decentralizing the
Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs and eliminating
state money for the University
Honors program. Only the
Bursar's Office, academic
computing and computing
services were to be enhanced.
The suggestion to reduce
state funding for athletics were
part of general recomlmendations made for the Office
!of the Vice President for
: Student Affairs. The report
noted that whenever funding for
student affairs programs are
reduced, the money should not
be made up by increased
student and use fees. The administration responded in its
! report:
"If state funding is reduced to
a service, other funding must be
obtained through general fees,
service fees or other source~ if
the service is to be maintained."
The response noted that if
further
University-wide
reductions are necessary,
athletics will also be asked to
reduce, though "we are understandably reluctant to
propose an increse in the
student athletic fee," and adI ding, "this fee has not been
., raised in four year;;."
In other student affairs, the
report suggested eliminating
the Ombudsman's Office, since
"alternate grievance
procedures now exist." The
administration said the office
should be maintained to
"prevent problems from
becoming complaints."
The report also suggested
combining health services, the
Student Health Service Administration, the Student
Wellness Resource Center. The
response said the latter two are
o

already organizational compon~nts of health services and
the programs are distinct
enough to justify separation.
The adminstration saw "no
significant benefits" in combining the testing center.
women's services. the counseling center, career counseling
and career planning and
placement ,as recommended,
though it said it would study
various configurations of the
services.
Recommendations
to
decentralize authority in
student affairs and reduce it.;
office staff were rejected. The
office has seven full-time
employees.
The adminstration and
committee agreed that campus
recreation, the orientation
clinic and specialized student
services should be maintained.
Suggestions to reorganize the
Student Development Office

we.;be ,:j:::~tratJon concurred
with most of the recommendations made for the
President's Office including
reducing administrative staff
and holding more official
functions away from University
House. The report suggested
maintaining the Affirmative
Action Office, University legal
counsel
and
enhancing
act :femic computing and
computing operations and
maintaining Institutional
Research and Studies.
In campus services, the
report suggested f'onsidering
combining the office of the VicePresident for Campus Services
with Financial Services Office.
Initial study by the President's
Office found that such a combination would not reduce staff
or eliminate any necessary
functions,
although
the
recommendation is still under
consideration.
The report recommended
eliminating state support for
the Saluki Flying team which
does not receive state money .
To reducing building and
grounds maintenance staffs and
physical plant administration,
the administration noted some
positions have already been
eliminated. The response found
contracting for building and
transportation maintenance, as
suggested, was more costly
than managing the services inhouse.
To combining Shryock
Auditorium and Arena administrative personnel and
staff, the response stated that

technical staff are already
being shared and the Arena will
be fully self-supporting by fiscal
year 1984.
Maintaining state funding for
the airport, utility production
and support, parking division.
security, duplication services,
plant and engineering services,
telephone service, the Arena
and Shryock Auditorium is
agreeable to both the committee and administration.
The report found pollution
control overstaffed and said it
should rely more heavily on
academic programs rel'earching pollution. The response
stated that pollution control has
only one full-time employee and
it relies heavily on the
academic pollution control
committee.
Eliminating state funding for
facilities planning will be given
further study.
In financial affairs, the
committee recommmended
eliminating state funding for
the assistant treasurer, which
was done.
The administration disagreed
witt. placing the controllers's
office in the Office of the VicePresident for Financial Affairs:
"to assu;ne that the Vice Pre~ldent can undertake thc controllership role, in addition to
his other duties, is unrealistic. "
EnhanCing collection activities of the Bursar's Office,
transferring student paycheck
disbursement away from the
Bursar,
correcting
"readability" problems of
general accounting office
reports and consolidating its
offices, reducing micrographics
implementing
a
and
chargeback system and combining the personnel records
center and personnel data
control center will all be further
studied. Labor relations will be
transferred to p€l'sonnel service.
Maintenance of employment
services, purchasing and
university risk management
had agreement.
The need to reorganize to
remove the physical separation
of offices dealing with fiscal and
personnel matters are limited
by available building space the
response said.
The committee recommended
the Office of the Vice-President
for university relations cease to
exist as a separate vicepresidential unit. The position
was eliminated April 30.
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LET'S PARTY! Socialize & Relax With
Live Music, Free Drinks & Snacks

TODAY,7-10PM
Top oft your fun at REC FEST!
Student Recreation Center, First Floor Lounge

t

&c~iJ
lmramurai
Recreatl<:mai

•

Sports

1224 W. Main
"The Coldest Beer In Town"
Old Milwaukee

Jack Daniels

12 Pack Cans

SOOml

'U

$3

50

Miller's Lite

_.$2
itJ $4

$5

i

California
Cellars

6 Pack Cans

Wines
I.Sliter

48

Stroh's

$3

76

81

~
:.

~

Appleton Rum

12 Pack Cans

Do"

Gold Wh;'"i

7S0ml

$699

Schaefer

Gallo

Case of Con~

Wines
3l;ter

$499
Meet the Sports Clubs
Friday, September 16, 4-11 p.m.
At The Student Recreation Center

B

99

-.---~
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RESPONSE from
Page I

PRIORITIES froBl Page 1

value in sustaining the program
program In Religious Studies at
based on our service exthe University.
tension,"
Klienau
said,
But Light said he wanted
referring to the University's
more information before he
recommittment to outreach in
does this.
the region. The Committee on
"What I want to do is discuss
Academic Priorities recomwith John Guyon, members of
mended that the program be
the faculty of religious studies eliminated.
and philosophy the implications
Due to a "very high studc-i.
of the recommendation and
ffi:>mand !or the program in t:;w
seek clarification of intent." .
Enforcement, but not ,.> in
He wants the program to
Correctional Services," the
conti nne even if the department
response states that the former
is eliminated, he said.
should be maintained and the
Marcia Anderson, vocational
latter eliminated. The Comeducation chairverson, said she mittee on Academic Priorities
saw it comming.
felt that both associate degree
"We were disappointed. of programs should be eliminated.
course. But we knew it was a
Guyon responds that the
recommendation on the first
mas_ter's program in Human
report."
Anderson
said Developmf'nt
should
be
regarding the elimination of the eliminated, for it "seems to be
Home Economics ,Education an effort at interdiSCIplinary
master's degree program
programming
which
t,~S
"We Clo have a number of resulted in lack of focus." He
students involved in the states further that the faculty in
program :Jow," she said. "We the program "are requestei! to
will work with them to identify consider roles in the graduate
an alternative for students who programs of those units."
desire graduate work in that
The response also recomarea."
mends that the programs within
She remarked that because HUman Development "ttl
degree programs in Clothing seriously consider program
and Textiles is recommended to consolida tion," The three
be moved to the Vocational baccalaureate programs that
Education Studies Department, comprise Human Development
the department will have to look are Child and Family, Food and
at the entire delivery of Nutrition
anrt
(;onSl'mer
programs and consolidate and Economics
and
Family
integrate it into the total Management.
system.
Guyon says the reduction of
Helmut Liedloff. foreign the bav'aiaureate degrees in
language chairperson. said he Clothing and Textiles and Inwas pleased with Guyon's terior Design would be carried
response, which moved the out by the amalgamation of the
master's degree programs in programs with other inGerman and French from the stitutions within SIU-C. Interior
reduce category to the maintain Design would be transferred to
category.
the School of Art and Clothing
He sajq the master's degree and Textiles to the Department
program in foreign languages of Vocational Studil'S in the
and literatures, which Guyon College of Education.
recommends be eliminated, has
Inl'h~ad of reducing the
been a "paper degree" which
hasn't been awarded in years.
"The recommendation was
simply a tidying up of general
bookkeeping - it was a degree
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
that was on the books that there Carnegie Foundation called
was really no need for," Thursday
for
a
major
Liedloff
said. "We
have restructuring of American high
master's degree programs in schools, with emphasis on
specific language areas."
English and writing. It also
Charles Klasek, director of urged putting more power in the
International Eduration, s2id hands of demoralized prinCipals
he is "very supportive" of the and teachers.
report's recommendation of
The $1 million, three-year
consolidating individual area study concluded that most
studies into a single program in public high scivJOIs are "surInternational Studies.
viving, but not thriving." But it
"If indeed area studies have found bright spots as well as
to go, then jet's get an In- bleak ones on the academic
ternational Studies area," horizon.
Klasek said. "We need a strong
Several panel~ - including a
academic international National Science Foundation
presence on campus.
board last Tuesday - have
"The people that make that urged top priority for math and
decision are going to have to science. But the Carnegie study
look at degrees, programs and declared, "The mastery of
overall courses," he said. "All English is the first and most
area studies will have life - but essential goal or education."
in a different manner."
"Writing is the most important and most neglected skill
George Brown, director of the in school. It is through clear
Honors Program, said he was . writing that clear thinking can
pleased that the AcademiC be developed," said Ernest L.
Affairs and Research com- Boyer,
president of the '.::."\r·
mittee fully rejected the negie Foundation for the Aoprevious recommendation that vancement of Teaching who
called for elimination of the wrote the report, . 'High ~hool:
program, and decided to place
It i1l the enhance category.
"If they're going to enhance
us, c.bviously that makes me
happy, the extent of my happiness depends upon the level of
enhancement they are considering," Brown said.

bachelor's and mast!'r's degree
programs in Animal Ind,:..~tries,
Guyon :lays the progr,lms
stt!)uid be maintained for
several reasons.
Guyon says in the report that
it would be unwise to reduce a
program important to the
School of Agriculture. since thp
University is seeking. funds to
i"~~lrove thl" department's
facilities.
The
Specialist
degree
program should be maintained
and not reduced, the report
states, since the staffing in the
program is the minimum
necessary to maintain a
"viable" prognm. Guyon says
that if the program were
reduced. it would "eliminate
itself."
The academic vice president
agreed with the committee's
report that the baccalaureate
programming
in
Human
Development should be reduced
because
of
"intellt'ctual
relationships" between it and
other
programs iii
the
University.
The master's program in
Foreign
Languages
in
Literature
should
be
eliminated. "in view of the fact
that there are masters'
programs in specific areas ... "
Guyon also states that tile
~rogralTJ is not central to the

::t

u~~~~s~f l1~f:r;f~d~~'t interest, Guyon says the master's
and
bachelor's
degree
programs in Latin American
Stadies and the bachelor's
program in Religious Studies
should be eliminated.
Guyon says ... h~tever steps
are taken to eliminate or modify
that program, "the opportunity
to take the service courses
offered in RelIgious Studies
should not be placed in

jeopardy." He also recommends that fIJr fiscal year '84.
Religious Studies should be
combined with the Departm~nt
of Philosophy.
Guyon says the
decision to
maintain master's programs in
French lind German arose
because of a "real and growing
sense of the importance of
language instructon to the
t..:niversity community,
especi;:!Iy at the undergraduate
lev('I," says Guyon in the
response.
The committee recommended
that they be reduced.
Thf! master's program In
tIonle Economics Edu<:ation
should be eliminated because,
GUY'lD says, "studenr. support
does not sl.lpport the con·
tinuation of this gra luate
program." The baccalaureate
degree in that field should be
reduced also, he says.
Althcugh there is some in·
terest in the Design and E~;·
vironmental Design program~:.
Guyon says, the "Civerali
content of the programs seems
to be almost individualized and
lacks focm and intellectual
depth."
Guyon recommends that the
master's and doctoral degree
programs In the Sociology
Department be given a threeyear grace period and noi
reduced. During that period,
Guyon says the faculty in the
depl1rtment should dtvelop
strategies for improving the
quality of the graduate student
population and address the
question of variation in output
from each faculty member.
Sociology was recommended
for reduction by the Committee
on Academic Mfairs.
The
master's
degree
programs in Music Education is
recommended for reduction.
because, the report states,

stlJdent inte:-est and em·
pioyment opportunities "make
it clear" the program IS
declining.
H.estructuring and reduction
is currently being done ifl the
Educa:ion Department. and
Guvon says that should ton·
tinue. He remarks that the staff
size in geography "makes it
unrea50nable to '.issume the
department can offer a full
range
of
traditional
pro~ramming in the deoart·
men!."
The master's program in
Higher Education should be
reduced, says Guyon, because it
"seems to have produced little
in the way of high quality
scholarship. "
Guyon says the bachelor's
degree in Technical Careers
should be reduced. "predicate...:
on an apparent lack of structure
iT! i.he pi DgTaw iinu We C(lncern
about competitiveness w!th
other programs in the 111stitution."
The Honors Progr am should
not be eliminated but enhanced
because the program. Guyon
says, "has been moving in the
proper direction to establish an
appropriate academIC chmate
for our talented students."
Guyon says he shares the
concern or the Non-M'ademic
Priorities Committee to redU'2e
accounts at the Touch of
Nature, whi<'h was given a
mandate to move toward full
cost recoverv.
H.estructunng and reduction
is currently ~ing done in the
Education Department. and
Guyon says that should conti!'!''.:. He remarks that the staff
size in geography "makes it
unreasonable to assume the
department can offer a full
range
of
traditional
programming in the depart·
rnpnt."

Reforms recommended
~du!~fo~r~n ;r!:eri~:~~ndary
"Writing should be taught in
every class." said the report.
It caned for dismantling the
current system that shunts
students
into
academic,
vocational or ~eneral tracks.

Instead, it urged a mandatory
core curriculum for all students
that would include 3''2 yea!"S of
history and studies of other
cultures, two years of foreign
language, and three years of
literature, writing and arts, as
well as two vears each of math
and science~

Rappelling clinic
planned by ROTC
The Army ROTC Cadet
Ranger Organization will
display
rappelling
from
helicopters at 9:30 a.m .
Saturday at the field east of the
arena.
Students enrolled in Army
ROTC courses will be given an
orientation ride.
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GOLF from Page 28
qualifying, the third 10 fifth
pc>sitions were
"a real
dogfight." according to the
coac'L
J.I) Tomlinson, a transfer
from John A. Logan college,
will play third, finishing the
qualifying rounds with a 74.6
average.
On Tomlinson's heels was
senior Tom Jones, who carried
a 74.7 average.
Separating the final slot for
the trip ard the also-rans was a
mere .14 strokes. Freshman Jay
Sala came out on the traveling
list with a ;4.86 average, barely
.tbove Kurt Wahl, who will not
make the trip for SIU-C.
"For seven rounds, that's a
really small difference,"
:'olcGirr said. "Two strokes in
the final round of qualifying
made the difference in who gets
to go to Murray."
McGirr said she feels thaI her
team is strong, hut has no idea
how it will match up with th~
rest of the field.
Last year Eastern Kentucky
ran away with the tournament,
followed distantly by M :mphis
State ard Western Kentucky.
SIU-C finished fifth of 11 teams.
Eastern and Western Kentucky and Memphis State
return to the 54-hole tournament, but no team will have a
decided home advantage.
The tournament will be
played at the Miller Memorial
Golf Club, a new courSE which
opened May 9.
I'

"Any predictions I could
make (on the outcome) would

:ilur~y,~rc~!~onri~wMr~~~
making this first trip, and the
first couple of tournaments will
probably be used to just see
what we're capable of.
. 'I'd like to think we could

.

~
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Must have student
1.0.

Staff Photo by Scou Shaw
Tom JODes. right, aDd John Scbaeler bead the goU team'!! liDeup.
finish near the top. The men are
so capable of shooting !ow at
any time, and anything can
happen. I also wouldn't say that
we're not capable of Winning the
tournament.
"It looks like we'vl' turned a

offer food for entire month
of September

weakness into a strength in
terms of depth. Jay is an untested freshman. but he doesn't
lack experience. J.D. has
valuable experience. too. It's
impossible to say what will
happen."

UniversiW Mall
Carbondale

TENNIS from Page 28
said "They've beE'n ranked
nationally, and have played in
inten!:e competition many
times."
l;nder the format of the
tournament, the Salukis will
play one match Friday, mle
Saturday and "nc SU!'Iday. Auld
likes that.
"We're guaranteed of playing
three matches. and early in the
season that's what we want to
do - compete a lot," Auld said.
"Playing one match each day,
we're not going to be pushing it
like we did last weekend, which
is good sinr:e we may not be at

full strength."
The Salukis will take on either
Illinois or Western Michigan
Saturday in round two. Auld
would welcome a chance to
renew the Saluki rivalry with
the IIIini squad, but would not
be disappointed With a chance
to battle Western Michigan. a
team SIU-C has not faced.
"It's good to look at some
different competition." Auld
said.
Also competing in the Invitational i!> Louisville and
WeE-tern J!linois.
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WIDB sports programming
seeks support for expansion
Bv Joe Paschen
Siaff Writer
When WIDB radio first came
into existence in 1971, top 4C
sounds
were heard
by
whomever could pick up its
signal.
Over the past decade, the
campus radio station, run and
operated by studeno:s, has made
its mark with album-oriented
rock and soul. News and sports
has always been a part of
WIDB's programming, but the
fall of '83 has brought new
sports horizons to the station
that wants to be heard.
WIDB sports has turned (rom
a necessary evil to a major
money-making program. Most
of the credit goes to WIDB
Sports Director Scott Wetzel,
who said the station has made
over $2,500 already this fall for
sales surrounding various
sports programming
"During the summer we
worked hard to tum things
around," Wetzel said. "My
assistant, Bob M-:Kay, and I
worked with Prt.:gram Director
Dan Manella and General
Manager Rick Hutchinson to
gain more support toward
sports. Dan and Rick's attitude
is more open this year for sports
programming than it has been
In :r'brfst.~:.e of several radio
stations handling play-by-play
of Saluki football this season.
Wetzel and crew even broadcast
the season opener from
Macomb back to Carbondale.

Wetzel handles the role of play·
by·play man, with other
members of his 15-person sports
staff rotating as commentator
and statistics. Wetzel said
WIDB wiU have a commentator
on the sidelines for Saturday's
home game against Southeast
Missouri, and will continue this
practice for the remainder of
the home ~ame broadcasts.
WIDB will also travel to Indiana
State University Oct. 22 to
broadcast that Saluki game in
Terre Haute, Ind.
During halftime of football
broadcasts, WIDB carries a
college football scoreboard
from their studios in the
basement of Wright Hall. As
with all sports report" heard on
WIDB, the emphasis is on SIU,
Chicago and st. Louis.
"We are students talking to
students," Wetzel £tressed.
"We gear ourselves to try to
give our listeners what lltey
want to hear. We think they
want to know what's going on
with Saluki sports, not high
school stuff. We stress Chicago
sports. We know most I>! (Jar
audience down here is from the
Chicago or St. Louis areas, so
we get those scores out."
WIDB airs sports reports,
with audio feeds from ABC
network twice in the morning
(8: 15 & 9: 15) and once in the
early evening (5:50), and it
broadcasts the latest live local
sports report in the area at
night ()0:55) , Monday through
Friday. Weekend schedules
include mosUy afternoon and

the late night sportscasts.
What makes WIDB exclusive
in the Carbondale market is ii is
the only radio station with a
weekly cali-in sP:Orts talk show.
"Sportsview ' airs Sunday
nights from nine to 10. Wetzel
and McKay co-host the show
along with various staff
members. There are features
from ABC radio, s~rts trivia
questions, football bcket and tshirt giveaways, and open
phone lines to talk sports with
the hosts and audience. Wetzel
said the number of calls coming
in see~s to i:lCrease every
week.

"We received 15 calIs last
week and usually average
between 10 to 15 a show, ..
Wetzel said. "We feel the object
of the show is to concentrate on
Saluki and national sports."

"n. lOam-3em Sun·Thun

~12f.

Walnut
ph. 549·nI2

IO"m-4am Frl·Sot

SATURDAY SPECIAL

An,bod, who attends the SIU vs. SEMO
football .ame. and brtn.s in their ticket stub.
will recleve a free medium Pepsi with the pur·
chase of S1.00 or more.

Cure The Midnitht
Munchies With
TACO'S or BEAN BURRITOS's
ONLV504
rwhen purchased after midnilht.)

a~==1 ::rcoa~~l~~f~~:~

shows, but thinks an hour may
not be enough. Sportsview is
sandwiched between two
programs that have good saleE,
so that idea may rest upon the
success of the sports talk show.
When the football season has
ceased, WIDB sports coverage
will not. The station will handle
all home men's basketball
games, and possibly some away
games as well. WIDB is also the
only station to broadcast Saluki
womf'n's basketball live. The
st.'dion is working out how many
women's games will be handled
this season.

Van Winkle to 8tay

Men's ticket manager resigns

SaJuki head basketball Coach
Allen Van Winkle will remain at
his position for the upcoming
season, according to men's
Athletic Director Lew Hartzog.
According to reports earlier
this week. Van Winkle was
offered a coaching position at
Central Florida in Orlando.

Men's
athletics
ticket
manager Mark Pabich resigned
Wednesday after holding his
post for one month and has been
replaced by Judie Mouw, an
employee of the ticket office for
four years.
According to the Men's
Athletics Department. Pabich

reSigned
for
"personal
reasons."
Bruce Swinburne,
vice
president for Student Affairs.
said Pabich's resignation is
unrelated to his hIving neither
a bachelor'S or master's degree
as he stated on his civil service
form.
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Illner wants reversal
R,· Stt'Vl" Koulos
Sludl"nt Writer

The S1U-C women's field
hockey team. after a lackluster
1·2 performance on a three·
game trip last week. hopes to
get back on the winning track
this Saturday in a doubleheader
at Wham Field.
The Salukis will host the
University of the South. a
Division III school iii Sewanee.
Tenn .. in the opener. and Miami
of Ohio in the nightcap.
"Were working primarily on
our stickwork." said SIlj-C
coach Julee Illner. who has
shaken up the starting lineup by
inserting four players at new
positions ... We've been working
on moving the ball past the
defensive players."
The Salukis' early-season
weakness has been at midfield,
where they are inexperienced
with no returning starters. The
only midfielder who has kept
her job since the opening game
against St. Louis is senior
Jeanine Janos at right halfback.
Joining Janos at the midfield
in the new lineup which had its
debut last week in a ::-0 loss will
be sophomore Mary Beth
Meehan at left fllllback. fresh-

man Mindy Thorne at left link
and freshman Nadine Simpson
at right link.
l\1eehan and Thorne switched
places in the starting lineup and
Simpson was inserted at right
link for senior Terry Draffkorn.
who went back to her regular
position at right inner.
JIlner said thilt the midfield is
the most difficult position on the
field to learn.
"Physically it is a very
demanding position," she said.
"It takes stamina and speed
and you have to learn to conserve your energy. especially in
the heat. You also have to work
with players in front of you and
in back of you."
On the trip. the Salukis
opened with a 2-6 victory over
Purdue before being beat by
Ball State 6-0 and Iowa 3-0.
"I think nobody was satisfied
with the way they were
playing," said IlIner, assessing
her team's performance in the
second half of the Purdue game
&nd the entire Ball State game.
"I sensed a feeling that
everybody played a tough game
against Iowa."
The only injury on the trip
was to sophomore halfback
Lynn Beltran. who suffered a

sprained ankle.
Illner said that goalies Sandy
Wasfey and Lisa Cuoeci will
each start a gamt' of the
doubleheader Saturdav.
Miami of Ohio. which has
captured the las~ two MidAmerica Conference titles.
opened the season with II con·
vincing -toO victory over Eastern
Kentucky Saturday.
The Redskins' attack is led by
junior forwards Kathy Kiernan
and Sharon Wolfington. the two
top returning starters from a
team which finished 14-5.
Against Eastern Kentucky.
Kiernan tallied two goals and
Wolfington added one- goal and
two assists.
Diane f"riedl. a freshman
goalie from Westbury. N.Y ..
posted the shutout for the
Redskins.
"For the first game I was
pleasantly surprised." said
Miami Coach Lil Fesperman.
whose team defeated the
Salukis 4-2 last season. "It
didn't look like a typical first
game. I t looked like the players
knt:·.. who they were playing
with."
Game time Saturday against
the University of the South is

~
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All-American returns in new role
The roles might haye
changed. but the intentions for
success remain the same for
Jeannie Fi~singer. the new head
Coach at the University of the
South.
Saturday will be Fissinger's
first appearance at SIU-C since
three years ago when the twotime Penn State All-America
selection at goalie helped the
Nittany Lions claim the AlA W
Division I national cham·
pionship with a 2·1 victory over

~**

•..*

··.

the University of California in
the finals at McAndrew
Stadium.
Fissinger, a walk-on at Penn
State, garnered the prestigous
Broderick Award as the most
outstanding women's field
hockey player in the country in
the 1980 season. She said she
hopes to continue her winning
ways at the Division III school
in Sewanee, Tenn.
.. I have at least eight people
that haven't played before,"

said Fissinger, who has four
starters returning f"')m a team
which finished 12...... " We are
going to try to do our best and
give them (SIU-C> a good game:'
The University of the South
returns senior forward Cynda
Cagin and sophomore link
Jennifer Cook. who were both
selected to the Division III All·
Ameri~a team last season.
Junior Heidi Barker will start at
goalie for the University of the
South.
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4:00 p.m.
Visit Doc's Repair Shop
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Dancercise
Climb the Wall
Outdoor Equipment
Displav
5 30

~
Relay Races
C
roquet

6 p .m

Go 1f Ball Tournament
Meet LES
Boxing Exhibition
Hot Shot Basketball

7:30p.m.
'SCiJ6ODemonstration
Inntertube Water
Basketball
8p.m.

Martial Arts Exhibition

•
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Racquetball Singles/
..
Doubles Demonstration :
Bocci Tournament
:
8:30 p.m.
..
"Around the World"
..
Contest"
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DI~In-M~vl.:J.ws:

Ba minton ourney
10p.m.
3 on 3 Basketball

..

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
:
FIFTH ANNUAL
:
RECREATION FESTIVAL
~~15p.m.
Plus Sport Club
:
Water Polo Exhibition
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Salukis encountering .fuOhack problems
By Jim Len
Staff Writer
The third contestant to play
"musical fullback" for the
Salukis this year is Sydney
Byrd.
Corky Field held down the hot
seat in the season opener, but an
injured shoulder knocked him
out of the starting lineup.
Bruce
Phibbs,
Field's
replacement, started Saturday's game against Eastern
Illinois. But a couple of major
errors, Coa' h Rey Dempsey
said, opeflel.; the door for a
replacement.
Enter Byrd. A redshirtfreshman, Byrd will be in the
starting lineup Saturday
against Southeast Missouri
State, Dempsey said.
Byrd is a good blocker,
Dempsey said, is quicker than
Phibbs and has pretty good
speed. Byrd has carried the ball
one time this year for seven
yards.
Field, Phibbs, Byrd and

Terry Green were in competition before th~ season began
for .. the startmg . fullback
posItion, Dempsey saId.
"At places where there are
competitive spots, we like to
give peopiechances," Dempsey
said, "especially if it's competitive and aU at once someone
didn't do as well as we wanted
him to do. Phibbs will get his
chance again.':.
.
.
Dempsey saId FIeld WID SUit
!lP for the game and could play
if ~, but he woul<l: ra~er
have him stay on the sldelmes
and not subject his shoulder to
any game action until it is
com~etely healed..
Phibbs and Green WIll see
plenty of action Saturday,
Dempsey ~'lId .. Green could.get
more playmg time than wben he
has. been getting, bu~ he !s
havl~g problems With hIS
blockmg.
"We think Terry Green can be
the better of the runners, but
he's struggling on blocking
right now," Dempsey said.

Derrick Taylor will retain his
starting running back position,
Dempsey.. sai~, but. bacKup
Everett WIlson IS gettmg closer
to the form that Dempsey wants
him to have.
"Evert:U should playa lot in
this game," Dempsey said.
"He's getting better and he's
had more time to learn. He's
looking better in our practice
sessions."
Taylor, though, could be a
t~ugh playe.r to knock out of the
hr.euo. A.gamst Eastern, Taylor
C'lUgilt SIX passes for 98 yards.
"AI! of our backs can catch
th., ball," Dempsey said.
"That's very important in our
system.
"Taylor and TO.ny Andt;rson
are both outstanding receivers
and they both can run the ball.
They've had a little bad luck in
the way that there are no holes.
There are no holes for us to run
through."
Dempsey said he has placed a
greater emphasis on the offensive linemen in practice this

N etters' foes getting tougher
By Daryl Vaa Sehouwea

Staff Writer
In its opening matches of fall

~~ti~~~~~! ~=fsndte~
whipped Indiana State, lllinois
State and Western Illinois. This
weekend the team gets to play
with the big kids.
The netters take their 3-0
record to the Indiana Invitational. where quality teams
like Miami (OhiO), Wisconsin,
Illinois and host Indiana await
them. And wouldn't you know it,
Coach Judy Auld's team drew
NCAA Midwest-champion
Indiana in the first round.
Unfortunately for Auld, her
crew may not be at full
strength. STU-C's No.2 singles
player, Heidi Eastman, has
been hampered by a muscle
strain in her upper back this
week, and Amanda Allen and
Stacy Sherman have been

bothered by the flu. Needless to
say, the coach is hoping for
some quick recoveries.
"If we can get everybody
healthy, I think we can play
with Indiana," Auld said. ''I'd
like to say anything can happen.
We 'II j~t go and play to the best
of our ability and let things go
from there. Despite the lact that
they are Indiana U., they're
human beings and can make
errors too."
Auld plans on using the same
lineup that snagged three wins
last weekend at the Indiana
State
Quad.
Alessandra
Molinari, Heidi Eastman and
Mary Pat Kramer will occupy
the top three spot.. , and Allen,
Sherman and Maureen Harney
will p!ay No. 's 4, 5, and 6. As for
doubles, tilt: Molinari-Eastman,
Allen-8herman, and KramerHarney duos will again pair up.
The team's health status may
alter the lineup, Auld said, and

she'll have Kris Stauffer and
Kathy Harney along as a
precaution.
Eight teams will compete in
the Invitational. Auld said she
wants to finish in the top half.
"I would definitely like to
finish in the top four," Auld
said. "Considering the level of
competition in this tournament,
I think that would be
satisfactory."
Auld thinks her team has the
personnel to play one~n~ne
with every team in the tournament, but realizes it "will
have to play exceptionally well"
to beat Inrliana. Indiana stands
heads-above the other seven
teams, she said. The Hoosiers
have captured the Big Ten
championship four consecutive
years and last year they posted
a 33-9 won-lost record.
"They're seasoned," Auld
See TENNIS. Page 2S

week.
"They need to work more
with the backs on blocking,"
Dempsey said. "We have to get
more out of them than what we
have been."
The backfield has combined
for 117 yards rushing on 67
carries for a 1.7 yards-per-earry
average. Wilson, with 53 yards
on six carries, has almost half
ofthe team total, including a 28yard touchdown run against
Western IlI~is.
Another ~a]o~ c~mcern facing
Dempsey IS IDJured quarterback Rick Johnson's condilion.
At Wednesday's practice,
Johnson threw a few passes to
loosen up and did some dropbacks. Th':lrsday morning,
Dempsey said he hoped to see
Johnson suit up for Thursday's
practlu:, handle center snaps
and work on handoffs with the
running backs.
Instead, Johnson put in a light
workout and continUed the icc
treatment on his injured ankle.

Johnson probably will dress
for Saturday's game, although
it is uncertain if he will see any
action. Dempsey said Johnson
could be ready to play Saturday.
"In the back of my mind, I'm
always thinking he can be
ready," Dempsey said. "I want
him to be ready."
Darren Dixon probably will
start Saturday against SEMO.
Last week against Eastern,
Dixon completed 13 passes out
of 37 attempts for 232 yards, one
touchdown and one interception. Dixon also was
charged with three fumbles.
"Darren's doing better with
his handoffs and taking the
snaps," Dempsey said. "He's
getting better in execution."
In fairness to Dixon, Dempsey said, there were three or
four passes the receivers
dropped that were catchable.
He also had to face a tough
defense for his first time out
Dempsey said
'

Newcomers to add depth
to golf lineup for tourney
By Sherry Chiseahall
Sports Editor
New faces and a new course
add up to a big question mark
for men's golf Coach Mary Beth
McGirr when her team opens its
fall season Friday at the
Murray State Fall Golf Classic.
McGirr'S five-man team
includes two new Salukis who
the coach has yet to see play
competitively. Three seniors
return to anchor SIU-C's lineup,
but McGirr said she could make
no predictiOns on the outcome of
the tournament.
John Schaefer wiD be looked
to for leadership this year and
will play No.1 for the S;.lukis in
Kentucky. Schaeff!r's list of
credentials is growning rapidly.
Several weeks ago he qualified
for the U.S. Amateur, an ex-

perience McGirr said should
tremendously boost the senior's
game this year.
Schaefer averaged 71.1 in the
team's seven qualifying rounds
for the tournament, firing three
rounds in the 60s.
"He's really on a roll,"
McGirr lKIiti. "He's hitting the
ball super, and we're looking for
leadership from him. He didn't
even qualify for this tournament last year. but I've
kidded him that he's sure not
messing around this time."
Behind Schaefer will be Scott
Briggs. another senior. Briggs
qualified for the trip with a 72.7
average, and McGirr said he.
too, is the hitting the ball well.
While Briggs and Schaefer
were well ahead of the pack in
See GOLF. Page 25

Men harriers to face
strong field Saturday
we need to do to be one of the top
teams."
This will be SIU-C's first time
to run in the Kentucky InThe men's cross country team
vitational. However, Cornell is
travels to Lexington, Ky., this
no stranger to it. While at
weekend to participate in the
Murray State, Cornell took his
highly-eompetitive
Kentucky
teams 'Jli!re to race. and as he
Invitational. Led by Coach Bill
recalls, "I don't think East
Cornell, the Salukis will be up
Tennessee
has ever lost. They
against a field of 15 to 20 teams,
will be the favorite this
including East Tennessee State.
weekend.
It's
always a quality
Clemson and PUi"liue.
meet."
Also running in the inAlso
familiar
with the race
vitational will be Louisville,
are Saluki runners Chris
Mississippi, Murray State and
Bunyan and Eddie Wedderburn.
host Kf'ntucky. Last season.
Both are transfer students from
East Tennessee ranked fourth
Murray State who ran in the
in the nation. with Clemson
invitational two years ago.
finishing eighth and Purdue
Two of the top runners
16th. That type of competition is
Saturday will be Clemson's
what the harriers will have to
Hans Koeleman and East
get used to as the season conTennessee's Kevin Johnson.
tinues.
I'neJeman was the nation's No.
"The meets are going to get
3 runner last year while
progressively tougher," Cornell
John30n ranked ninth. Cornell
said. He said the Salukis still
said he feels that Bunyan. the
have to go up against Illinois,
C;;alukis' top runnp.r, can comIndiana,
Arkansas
and
pete ... ;~~ runners like these.
Wisconsin.
Last
season
'" think Chris can run with
Wisconsin was the NO.1 team in
anyone," said Cornell. "He
the nation and Arkansas ranked
should
have plenty of comthird.
rdition at the meet." Last
The Salukis, though. are no
Saturday,
Bunyan recorded the
pushovers, either. Their perSalukis' fastest time with a
formance of last season made
24:
50.
He
was followed by
believers of many teams and, as
Wo>dderburn at 25:22 and Mike
Cornell said, he enjoys the
at
25:37.
Keane
competition.
The invitational will be at
"This wf>f!kend will be a real
Kentucky Horse Park. The
test foJ:' us," CorneD said. "It
will show us what kind of work 'course is grass-eovered and

By David Wilhelm
Staff Writer
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partially wooded with rolling
hills resem'Jling a golf course.
Corneli said that the type of
course the harriers run on
doesn't matter.
"It makes no difference to
me." he said. "We train on flat
ground and rolling hills. The
tougher the course, the better it
is for Chris Bunyan because he
is an endurance-type runner."
Cornell said he welcomes
every meet because they
prepare his harriers for the
Missouri Valley Conference
Championships Oct. 29. "I want
the team to be in top-notch
shape by that time," he said.
As usual. Cornell remains
optimistic about the Saluki
runners.
"I hope our kids go into every
meet expecting to win," he said,
"We could be that strong if
everyone runs up to their
capabilities. I think we've got a
chance."
Last Saturday, the Salukis
defeated Kansas 24-31 in their
first meet on the new campus
course. Cornell said he
acknowledges all the interest
that was shown by the 250 or so
fans who attended.
"I thank all the fans that
showed up last weekend," he
said. "The team needs the
support and they enjoyed the
crowd cheering them on. It gave
them more pep and energy."

